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THOROBRE,DS DOWN WESTERN
27 TO 14 BEFORE GREAT CROWD

"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, November
22,
FIGHTING TIGERS ARE WINNERS
OVER PRINCETON ELEVEN, 7-0

HONOR ROLL

s1 00 a year in Calloway,
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Marshall, Graves, HezIry and Stewart Comities.
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COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLIWAY COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEAK

Col, Robert S. Jones
Presented Commission

Volume CII; No. 47

ANNUAL MEMPHIS CONFERENCE
CLOSES SESSIONS IN MURRAY

A fighting bunch of Tigers
. Pre- at this period Coach Holland
Correspondents and local &dyer- senting the
had
best !style of play severalreserfes of lesser expertiiseveAho get copy in Agway:
Col, Robert S. Jones, Calloway
shown this season on the home
in
the
lineup.
Rev, J. E. Skinner
county's newest addition to the
field, out-gained and Out-played a
Grey
was
Buy Tickets Here
outstanding in the staff of Governor Ruby Laffoo
Dr. J. C. Barr
Strong, heavier Princeton eleven to
n,
visiting lineup with flashy runs was presen
Tilde
For Grove Hi Game
ted with his commisthe tune of 7-0'. he Saturday as
was
Clark
while
Boone Cleaners
Henclt
sion
icks
Monda
y
mornin
morning.
g at 10:30
handled the kicking and passing o'clock in
S. Pleasant Grdve
Fans who are figuring on
.
his store, Jones Drug
Coach Holland's man were truly
A pass Faughn to Dunn in the Co., in the
going to Paris Thanksgiving
South Howard
presen
ce of a score of
brilliant add "Dynamite" Dunn first
quarter netted 24 yards and friends.
Green Plains
Day and rooting for Coach
was the most spending offering
a second one netted 12 yards and
Ty Holland's Murray High
Rev. E. B. Motley
• Santa
Clam
received
as he ran for yard after yard and
an
A brief ,but pretty little presenthe opening of the second found
Tigers in their annual enMurray Meat Market
counted 103 of the Tigers' 202
tation address was made by Rep. early letter here the first of the
For the sei.ond cn,nsecutive year
Murray on
Prince
ton's
week.
Model
counter with
Herber
12-yar
Cleane
t
d
Drenn
rs
Grove High,
on Jr.,
yards in line attacks and figured
Waylon Rayburn. Col Jame, who
the Murray Thoroughbreds have
stria* The second quarter play
4 years of age, was the -author
Capitol Theatre
should buy their tickets in
heavily in returning punts, kicks,
was much surprised by his unproved convincingly their superiwas close in to the Princeton
of
Murray.
Brooks Chapel
the
letter
which was adand in the deadly Murray aerial
expected honor, was warmly conThe 94th annuaj sessions of the
ority over the Western Hilltoppers.
goal line and the Tigers failed
dressed "Dear Santa Claus.,
Russell Chapel
The ducats will be on sale
to
attack which netted them 65 yards
Mempfffs Conference, held in Murto score on their first trip to the gratulated.
And to add to the misery apd disLynn Grove High
North
at all lOcal drug stores and
Pole."
The letter workin 12 tries.
ray this year for the first Um(
eomfiture of their rivals supreme
10-yard mark. Elkins recovered
ers here, not knowing the North
Murray high gets a percent• Murray opened with a strong
since 1917, were concluded Sunthe Racehorses, also fqr the IOCa
fernbl
e
on
Prince
ton's
Pole
routing
ten but
age on all tickets bought
, dropped the letoffense and counted three first
day afternoon in the auditorium
long time in a Stow, dangled--the
again Murray failed. Murray took
ter in the relief offices box.
here. If you wait until you
downs in succession
with Dunn the ball on their 30-yar
of Murray
State College with
prospects of victory before their
Enclosed with the list of the
d line after
get to Paris to buy your
making the counting gains on
reading of appointments for the
victims* eyes, only to snatch it
Hendricks' kick went short and
many
ticket, Murray high will not
items
wanted was a
each. The Tigers counted 16 first
year.
More than 200 ministers
a pass, Faughn to Elkins, netted
from their expectant and gaping
stamp with which a reply was
get any part of a
downs to the visitors 9 with five
and conference workers, 150 dele'20 yards and again the 10-yard
mouths just when hopeful visions
expected. A bicycle, telescope,
in each of the quarters of the first
gates and several thousand visitmarker. Here ,the Tigers took to
had begun to arise.- The score was ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
and other Items were desired.
half while Princeton garnered twq
ors attended the various meetings
power plays with Irvan carrying
27 to 14 with Western counting
in the first and three in the secand sermons which opened Tuesthe ball three times for the lone
the first and last touchdowns 'of
ond.
day evening of last week.
score at the game and Faughn Dumas Outland Given
the game but the
„
Racehorses
15
Dunn
was
his best in the open- dropkicked
Julian Bryan, Noted Lecturpushing over a pair in each of
For Bishop Darlington-s sermon
the goal.
Years
;
Fred
ing
Brow
of
the
n
second half when he
er, on Program for Frithe second and third quarters.
Stubblefield, a substitute end,
Sunday afternoon on the "Tragedy
lashed the Princeton line for four
5 Years
figured in defensive play and was
of an impoverished Ministry" the
day at 8 O'clock
It was the last game on home
successive first downs with the
seen to break through to stop Mchuge auditorium was filled to
soil and a crowning effort to four
aid of Faughn and Irvan. AllbritConnell for a 5 yard loss and. Hen- TOMMIE DRIVER CASE
capacity.
At this time seven
years of noble service to the Blue Services Held at
COLL
EGE
ten
P. M. Today;
AGAIN TO
was in fighting form but in- dricks
young ministers were admitted to
for a 2 yard loss. Neale, CARRIED TO NEXT TER
,and Gold for such Mu:ray stalDeath Came In Nashville
M Meeting Held at Mayfield Monday; the
BE TEACHERS' HOST juries has placed him among the a substit
conference.
ute guard, stopped the
warts as Nornum McKenzie. Keith
Swann Renamed AaaoclatIon
Hospital.
unfortunates who are unable to
first Princeton march by recoverThree new presiding elders wet*
King, Woodrow _Simmons. Cecil
One of the strongest prosecutions
Read.
A total of 1,000 teachers and give their best.
ing a fumble by the viisitors. Wells
named by the Bishop's cabinet,
Kent, lien M6se, Captain Vaughan
Funeral serices for Mrs. R. L. visitors are expect
The visitors took to the air in
of criminals seen in Murray in
ed to be present'
was noted in line play as was
The Murray week market will including this district The Rev,
Woodall. Joe Mullins, Joe Tor- Ray. 54 years of age, were held this for the
annual sessions of the the final effort to score, tossing Robinson who
severa
l
court terms has brought open Wednes
threw McConnell
rance, Howard Mom Scotty Morse afternoon at 2 o'clock from the First Distric
day, December 12, it 1-1_ R. Taylor was named to suct Education Associa- eight of their eleven pasties in for a 2 yard loss
early in the the !Umber of penitentiary sen- was decided at a meeting of the ceed the Rev. 0 C. Wrather es
and Swede Wesley. Clint Bade, Union Grove.Church. Elders David tion to
be held at Murray State this period and winning 26 yards. second.' Allbrit
presiding elder of the Paris disten broke past the tences given to 10 for a total of Western Kentucky District
varsity tackle, who sat disconso- Thompson and -L H. Pogue were in College on
AsFriday, November 30, Their 11 aerial efforte netted 35 line of scrimmage
trict, who becomes pastor at Union
to throw Lof- 36 years. The crimin
lately on the bends with s broken charge of the services. Burial was and Saturd
al docket was sociation held at Mayfield Mon- City. The
ay. December 1. Julian yards. The last period was the tus for a 3 yard
Rev. Wrather is a naloss in the final
day.
bone in his foot, also graduates In the Goshen cemetery.
The Mayfield floors will
Bryan, noted author, traveler, lec- only time in which the Tigers effort of
tive of Calloway county.. The Rev.
Princeton with the ball one of the heaviest in several open December 11'and
this year and will never play
the PaMrs. Ray died in a Nashville Hos- turer, and photographer will fea- were playing defensive ball and in the closing
courts and several days will likely ducah floors Decem
minutes.
again for Murray.
ber 12. The Taylor comes to his new work
The others pital Wednesday following an ill- ture on the program Friday
from the pastorate of the Founevbe given to criminal hearings yet. dates are tentative.
have one more game to play for ness of cancer
ening
at
8 o'clock.
The remains were
tain Avenue church, Paducah, and
their
team—Thanksgiving
The Tommie Driver murder case
The officers for the association
Day returned to Murray Wednesday
The Saturday program will be
will be succeeded there by the
against Mississippi Teachers at night by the Church
has
were
been
renam
set
ed
a
forwar
to
busine
serve another Rev. A. W.
d until the
ss meeting of the present
ill funeral car.
Lassiter, for four
_Hattiesburg.
April
year
,Itiey
term
o
are:
f
and
court.
W. S. Swarm, years presid
.newly elected officers together
She was a member of the Union
Countee
ing elder of the LexBeasley. and John Richard Stub- president: Mr. Hubbard, Paducah,
Western 'scored on a break about Grove Church of Christ and leaves with any others that care to
ington district. The Rev. Lassiter
atblefield, Negroes. were acquitted vice-president; and Leslie Anderti-middle of the first quarter many friends and relatives.
tend.
Murray College- alumni
is also a Calloway -eountian by
on a robbery charge after a hear- son. Mayfield, secretary-treasurer.
wis111,-Cobb, end and acting captain
Surviving are her husband, R. L will hold a reunion on Friday ev- Bock Says Authority Is
birth.
geeadi
ty
ing
Funera
l
Wednes
Servic
day. The charge was
for the Hilltoppers, intercepted a Ray; one son, Ralpb
es Held Monday;
Three floors, will operate In MurMurray church was gratified to
Ray. and three ening at 8 o'clock at Welts Hall.
Pushing Investigations in
brough
Was
t
Prominent in Besiness
by Gillis Knight
pan and galloped 70 yards almost daughters, Mrs. G., C. Myers, Mrs The officers of the F. D. E. A.
who ray: The Murray Loose Leaf Floor, have.the Rev. 0. A. Marrs,
Lower Valley.
its pasclaime
d to have lost $25: Herbert Bonnie Farris, manager;
and Politics.
unmolested for • a score.. The Burie Suitor,
are: ..Tullus Chambers, president,
. Growers tor for the past two. years and the
Mrs Harry Potts;
Goosby, Negro, was sentenced to Floor, J. K. and T.
waiptern delegation went 'wild at three sisters, Mrs. Stonew
Benton; H. L. Smith, vice-presiP.
Farmer
confer
;
ence host, returned here for
The TVA directors Tuesday conall Kemp,
John T. White, 81. one of the two years in the penitentiary on Association Floor, A.
this break which it interpreted as Mrs. Joe Wilson
G. Outland another year. The Rev. Marrs
. Mrs. Dee Radford, dent, Paducah; K. R. Patterson, cluded an arrangement with the
is
• In augur for victory.
oldest and most proedent citizens a charge of grand larceny. Coos- and Co. Another floor may be one of the
and a brother. Fred Swann. She secretary-treasurer, Mayfield; C. Southern Industries and
•
most universally adUtiliby was charged with the taking of opened in the old
The eecOnct- quarter was"just well also leaves a number of grandchil- K Gentry, director of K. E. A., ties Company,- for the
associa
tion barn mired pastors who has ever filled
evaluation of Hazel, died at his home in clothing and a fountain pen
Paducah. The directors are: W. C. of this
from just East of the A. G. Outland Co. the local pulpit
under way, however. when Elder dren.
company's property on the North Hazel early Sunday morning the • baseme
nt
Jetton,
of
barn.
the
•
Paduca
Nation
h;
al
Woodfi
and Simmons pulled the surprise
n Hutson, lower Tennessee near what
The Rev. L. Z. Hurley was reis of pneumonia.
Hotel.
Paducah; 'Clyde Lassiter. Hick- known
pass which they had worked on
turned to the Murray Circuit and
as the Aurora Landing
man;
Mr.
and
White
grand
The
August
was
jury was dismissed
a member of
Throgmartin, dam site. The valuation
for two weeks and it clicked perthe Rev. W. A. Baker was also
is to he
Marion.
fectly. Elder faked a run to the
He was Wednesday after returning a total
sent to „Hazel for another yeasmade by to. Federal Power Coro- the Church of Christ
of
"The
straw
20
progra
in
indict
his
m follows:
likes and dislikes,
ments against 26 deright while Simmons was the only
mission, before whom the Southt Eirksey. the Rev. T. H. Davis
Friday Morning
Murray player to go dawn the s
succeeds the Rev.- Vaughan.
ern Industries and Utilities Com- had the courage of his convic- fendents.
.
tions,
9:00Lhonora
Music
ble in his dealings
by Murray College. pany has pending
Tom Rhea, highway comMissionCharles Story and J. W. Story
field. With Western's secondary
Following -were the appoints for
an application and
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.. Nov. 21—
9:30-10:30—Panel discussion con- for license
loyal to his. friends. He served Were awarded judigni
sucked in. Elder pivoted and
ents against er of the 3rd district and .strong this district:
to construct a power
Plans
of
Tennes
the
ducted
his
see
town
Valley
by Supt. J. 0. Lewis of dam and which
as a trustee for a time be Commonwealth in a
• .heaved a perfect pass 45 yards
for
Presiding Elder, H. R. Tstylor.
the
Democratic
hearing- candidate
has heretofore and
Authority for the unified develop- Fulton.
was chairman of the school Tuesday, Ross was
"What Does Kentucky been granted
he turf _tis_the agile -Pair
allowed -$12.50 nomination- -'-for Governor' - next Alum Circuit, If. B. Blankinship,
a preliminary per-_
ment
ted
'of
sater
resour
—
Have
board
r
ces .of the
a Right
for a number-Of years. He and Story $27 50. The
Mcpect of tne mit. TVA will acquire
who leaped high in the air to
Atwood Circuit, T. L..
claims were year, was the guest of friends Supply.
the com- was unassu
basin were ad- Teachers Whose Demands Have pany's
ming but a useful citi- for road right-of-way and
here at luncheon Saturday at the Peerey. Big Sandy Circuit
—fake-ft on the run. Simmons exe- Te....
property im the basis of
the
, K L.
vanced
,
with the announce- Been Met?"
hearing was brought from county National Hotel.
-- cuted one of the neatest maneuvers
Morgan. Cottage Grove cileuit,
this valuation, which is to repre- zen.
He is survived by his widow, court.
S.
ever. seen here to elude two Wes- ment *that a $22.008.000 navigation - Will Kentucky school people re- sent actual legitimate costs as
T.
Parha
Mr.
m,
Rhea, who was here to witDresden Circuit,
deand flood control dam will be built spond to the challenge of adequa
15 Years For Outland
te termined under the Federal Water Mrs. Minnie White; two sons,
ness the Murray-Western football Ii. T.
tern_ tacklers and cross the goal
Supply, Dresden
Barkley White of Hazel and Porter
Station
line at the corner. Organ booted on the Tennessee river near Pick- organization, Prof. C. P Poole; Power Act.
,
game,
W
spoke briefly. He said it
G. Nall.
Dumas Outland was given 15
Mansfield
Landing in Southwestern The challenge of effective adminisa perfect placement to tie the wick
Carl A. Bock, assistant chief en- White of Detroit, Texas; five years In the penitentiary Saturday was not a time to discuss politics Circuit, D. W. Hinkley. Faxon
Tennessee,
tration
,
Supt.
H.
L
daught
Smith;
Circuit
ers,
The
, A. M. Melton,
sconebut pointed out that Western KenMrs. D. Larkins, Nash- morning by a jury after
gineer, says TVA has since its.
SuPPI.Y,
about 2
Pickwick Dam--the third to be challenge
of high
ville, Teem., Mrs. Mae Holifield, hours deliberation
professional organi
Gleason Circuit, W. A. Swift.
The Thoroughbreds weren't long
zation steadily been pushon a charge of tucky had not yet ha& its just
started under the TVA program— preparation, Supt. T. H. Barton;
Mrs.
Grace Wilcox. and Miss Ver- wilful murder. All day
portion of its citizens in the Gleason Station, K. G. Dunn.
in forging ahead to stay there.
ing investigations on the lower
Friday and
will be nearly one and one-half The challenge of preparation transMurray received and after an exTennessee toward the development na White, all of Hazel, and Mrs. several hours Friday evening was Governor's chair and the U. S. Hardin Circuit, C. A. Coleman.
miles long while a concrete wall muted into service, Supt. W. H.
change of punts Muse carried the
of a suitable project which will Hilda Ellis of Providence, Ky. He given to the hearing. Outland was Senate despite the allegations of Hazel Circuit, W. A, Baker, KirkBaldree; The challenge of creative,.
also has six surviving brothers, charged with the
sey Circuit, T.
'Toppers return into their own spanning the river -will be na
Davis. Manprovide
murder of Chapel other sections of the state. the greatest _ etonomic
partne
rship
with
feet
high.
Earth
commun
Dave, Jim, Frank, Ben, and Sam Cain on Saturd
dam sections will
ity, Supt value
"territory. A tremendous" 63-yard
A number of out-of-town visit- leyville Circuits- W. T. Pafford.,
to the Valley, and these
ay, December 9.
Miles
Meredi
th;
abut
concre
the
The
te on each side of
challenge of
White of the Hazel community 1933, at the Outlan
McKentie- crretnt- W. C. Baker.
kick by McCracken, from his own
were presented,
d lunchrodin on ors
including
permanent fiscal security, Supt. plans are more comprehensive- and and North of
the river.
Paris; two sisters, South Fourth
23 to out of bounds on Western's
Rhodes K. Myers. representative McKenzie Station, E. L. Robinmore advanced than the plans
street.
Outlan
d
M. 0. Wrather.
Mrs. Bettie Clanton of Hazel and pleaded self defens
son. Murray Circuit, L. Z. Hur14, was one of the most spectacular
e and tried to and Senator T. C. Ferguson, Bowby any other Mrs.
10:30-11:30--Dr. Charies W. Gil- heretofore made
ley. Murray Station, 0. A. Marrs.
Mitchell Flippo of Illinois. establish that
plays of the game and paved the McElroy & Company in
Cain had
made ling Green; John A. Whitaker, Paris
key, chapel dean. University of agency. On account of the very Twenty grandc
Circuit, C. M. __Robbins.
hildren and five threats against him and was
way for the touchdown. After
New Location Saturday Chicago, "Educa
county attorney of Logan county.
large problems, the large cost,
cuttion
and World and
great grandchildren also survive. ting at him with
Paris, First Church, G. C. Pain.
two passes intended for Kent had
the important considerations
a knife when Russellville; B. L. Trevilhan, BenPeace."
Paris. Second Church, Oak
The H. A. McElroy & Co. variety
Funeral
failed, McCracken made a surservices
Hill,
were held the fatal shot was fired. Cain was ton; Elliott C. Mitchell, Charles
11:30-12:00—General business ses- involved in the treatment of the
prising dash of 34 yards off tackle store, will open for business Satlower river, plans must be work- from the Hazel Baptist Church, shot twice, once in the back of Vahlkamp, Edgar T. Washburn, Lebanon. P. T. Lyles. Puryear
sion.
and
Buchan
the
an,
urday
G.
conduc
neck,
S. Smith. Stuin its new location on the
ted by Kid. J. B. Brown of
to Western's 8. It was a beautithe bullet coming .out and Edward Greenwell, Paducah;
ed out with unusual care in order
Friday Afternoon
dent, Duke University, S. T. BagMurray, with burial in the Hazel at the front of the throat,
ful run. Western was Penalized north side of the square in the
evi- Robert Webb, Graves county rep- by, Gleaso
1:30-1:45--Music by Murray State to avoid large waste through hasty
n
dence
Circuit
Quarterly Conshowed, and the other was resentative; Mr. McMasters, repreto their 1 for roughing and on the Allen building, next to the northor ill-considered construction. Suf.- cemetery.
College.
ference.
second play Muse went around west _corner.
Active pallbearers were: 0. B. fired at close range in front sentative of Crittenden and Liv1:45-2:05—W. P. King. Secretary- veys and investigations are proAppoin
tments
throug
of ministers native
h the mid ribs.
ingston counties; Doctor Fort. of
right end for the touchdown.
gressing as rapidly as possible, Turnbow, W. H. Miller, Owen
The building has been complete- Treasurer of K. E.
A.
Western State College; Judge Ira to this county, who have been pasThe third marker came on a ly redecorated and the store will
Fred Brawn Convicted*
2:05-2:45—Dr. Charles E. Ger- but it will require some time to Brandon, C. W. Denham. J. E.
tors
here
or are well known here
weak side reverse by King from open with a full line of holiday mane,
develop final plans.
Littleton, and J. M. Marshall.
Fred Brown was given 5 years D. Smith, Commonwealth's At- ae as
noted author and lecturer
follows:
torney John T. King.
Western's 24 after Muse had car- goods- Increased space will en- on
Honorary: J. D. Nix, W C. Os- in the penitentiary
character education.
by
C.
a
jury
E. Norman to Highland
ried the ball down the field prac- able the store to carry a much
burn, H. I. Neely Sr.. H. E. Bran- Thursday night
Local admirers of Mr. Rhea, who
2:45-4:00—Department programs.
on a charge of asHeights, Memphis_
tically by himself. This was Short- larger stock and display of goods
don, C. T. Allbritten, F. 'Denham, sault with intent
High School Section—T, C. Arto rob. The were hosts for the luncheon were - W. P. Prichard, Murray,
named
ly after the second half was in- than
C. W. Curd, and J. W. Denhem.
Mayor W S. Swann, Senator T. 0.
formerly, Nelson
Miller, nett, president; Speakers—H
jury received the case at
conference corporation COMIllia•'
arry
2:25
augurated. A few minutes later- manager,.said. The. windows,- at- Peters,
o'clock after an all day hearin Turner, George S.- Hare -K .1, Winer'
Dr. -Charles -E: Germane:
for the Memphis district
g Beale.
Murray took a commanding lead tractively arranged, have attractBunnie Farris, manager of the J. C. Beaman Opens
Joe T. Lovett, Harry I.
and returned the verdict at
Elementary
Section—Presiding
Bruce
8:30
Tucker, junior
when Greenwell passed to Kent ed much attention this week.
pastor,
Bledd, T. H. Stokes, Dr. C. H.
p.
m.
officer to be appointed. Speakers Murray Loose Leaf Floor, received
Brown
was
Black
charged with
smith Shop Here
supply, for Jackson district
lust beyond midfield and' "Slim"
the first load of tobacco delivered
Jones, Dr. E. B. Houston, Judge T.
The store on the west side of —Harry Peters, Miss-Thelma
placin
g
a
pistol
on
Deputy Jailer
W. T. M Jones, Mack
Drinmade a pretty open field journey the square has been closed this non,
Circuit,
on the market here this morning.
Dr. Jesse E. Adams.
J. C. Beaman. well known horse- Albert Parker on June 11 and R. Jones, E. G. Neale. Representa- Dyersburh district.
for the 4th touchdown.
week while moving has been efRayburn, M. O.
Attendance Officers: S. W. Douth- The weed was delivered by Otis shoer and blacksmith has opened freeing himself and three negroes tive' Waylon
J. M. Kendall, Brownsville cirJoe Mullins was lost when he fected.
Long, of the Penny section. Regu- a new shop here
Wrather, T. 0. Baucum, Fulton
itt
presiding.
Speaker.
in the old Mason from the county jail. Brown is
cuit
Moss
broke his leg in the second quarlar opening of the market here stables. diagonally
Farmer, Dr. John W. Carr; R H.
Walton.
E. B. Rains, Clopton and Maceacross the cor- allegded to have instructed Willie
ter and Keith King .chipped a
Hood,- Wells Purdom, G. B. Scott,
Read the Classified Column,
Goosby, one of the Negroes,
Special Education—Waylon Ray- has been set for December 12.
ner from the county jail.
donia, Brownsville district.
to and
hone in his ankle n the second
Herma
n
search
L.
Broach
burn. presiding; Homer Nichols.
Parker
.
and take his, gun,
_
W. C. Waters, Dyer station.
Mr Beaman has many Mende
half which elimina d his valu- ed
Twenty-six homemakers of Carl
by Dr. Sanders, Memphis, who
Mr. Rhea was accompanied to
Friday Evening
Goosby and
in the county having been located keys, and pistol.
R. W. Hood, Stanton and Mason,
able services from the team. SimChester McCuiston were retake
Murra
7:30-8:00—Music by Murray State community, Christian county, can- several years
refereed the contest.
y by Mrs. Rhea and their Tenn,
n.
at Lynn Grove and
mons was also out with Ellis, Wesned 4,945 quarts of fruits, vegetFor the Hilltoppers the note- College.
!many years at Sedalia. He has but Jeffrey Bailey the third Negro, three sons and Mr. Whitaker was
L. L. Jones. Barlow station, Patern end, when the bole got too
ables
has
and
not
8:00--JULIEN BRYAN, Author,
meats.
been apprehended. The accompanied by Mrs. Whitaker.
worthy .performers were their big
ducah district
I been in this business for 30 years.
froliescate in the third period
defens
tackle. Yeksigian, who was hard Traveler, Photographer. "Soviet
e had witnesses to the efJ. E. Underwood, Broadway
Weatein got a consolation touchfect that Brown was not implipounded by two Murray men all Russia and Siberia," Illustrated
church
,
Paduca
h.
down in the final perkid, princicated and sat eating with plates
afternoon, Cobb, Prewitt. (loran- with pictures.
Members ,of the
A. W. Lassiter, Fountain Avenu
pally through the hard running 10
e,and spoon in hand while the deand Gerriaen. All three of the organization and Murray College
Paduca
h.
of Emmet Goranflo with, scene aid Murra
livery was being made and that
y „signal callers, Greenwell, students will be admitted free.
H.
B.
he
Norman. Guthrie station,
from Goodman. This type of atwas invited to join them. Brown
McCracken, and
Elder showed Others will be charged 50 cents.
Special Union Thanksgiving ser- Paducah.
tack pleased the Murray boys as
"Wanted a Man", a three act
Mr. Gunter has -two sets of was placed in city jail after trial vice at Method
much doter judgment in calling
Saturday Morning
W.
ist church With
M. Vaughan. Wing° cfrcuit
comedy, will be presented Friday twins,
Western could not possibly have
the plays than Peebles, the visitMrs Zelna Carter and Mrs. and guards placed at the bastile. First Methodist, and
9:00—Business meeting etc.
C. A. Waterfield. bion stbtion
First Christied the score by a running atnight, November 23. at Murray George
.
ing field general. Western was
Hart, young and pretty;
tian
church
Three
es
0. C. Wrather, Union City staPlead Guilty
cooperating.
High School auditorium by the Mrs.
tack at this stage.
H. B. Halley and Mrs. Marvin
unable to pass successfully, comThree
were sentenced to two
The hour will be.J,A. M. We tion.
Woman's Missionary Society of Fulton
Twenty-three Murray men got
are the afflicted ones. One years each on charges
pleting but -1 for 7 yards out of
During the conference. the First
of house- are having this hour irr-perlference
into the contest and all of them
the
First
Christian
Church cries all the time the other laughs. breaki
9 tries while Murray's 19 atng. Bobby
McGuire and to the later hour, in order that Baptist
and
covered themselves with glor y—
Special numbers will be given
First - Christian
Mr. Edina Carter portrays the Coy Crass. indict
tempts were good for 'two touched jointly for those desiring to leave town for churches were opened to the visitand there, was enough to go
between acts.
the
part
of
downs and a total yardage of 209
the
ministe
r.
The
breaki
K. E. R A. orders are good
ng into the McElrath & Ross any reason will have
aroun d.
Mrs. C. S. Lowry (Jane Bowers)
However. McKenzie.
the oppor- ing Methodists by their respective
Special numbers will be offer- Co.. recently, were
Western intercepted 4 of them for only 60 days an announcement
sentenced Fri- tunity to do so The service will congregations and services weie
• Simmons, King, Captain Woodall
who is seeking a man, falls madly ed by
a visiting glee club in the day morning after a
but only that one nabbed by from headquarters gates. All orders
held in both.
plea of guilty end at 10 A M.
and Organ were,. above the averin love with Mr. Gunter, part play- rpinist
ers' meeting including Mar- had been entered.
Cobb was hurtftd.
not presented before such time ed by
Wayland HasW. B. Moser, Mrs. Rafe tha Gregory
age in merit and the former three
The,
Rev,
K
B.
Motley
,
pasttir
The game, played before a ca- has elapsed will be cancelled efof
Louise
Quartermeus, sell, Kirksey, was given two years
performed in a style whieh has
Jones will be seen as the colored Phillip
the First Christian Church, will
s McCaslin and Seiburn Thursday morning
on a charge of deliver the
marked their performances all Pad , crowd --of 4,000, irscluding fective December 1.
maid. There are nine spinisters White.
Thanksgiving message.
many notables, evened the series
Merchants who receive orders who are
entering the home of Herbert Mcseason and will undoubtedly will
also seeking a man, Mrs t. Come end laugh
At the Methodist church Sunat two all. However, Murray is are urged to note this polies*
with us Friday Ciiiston. after a plea of guilty
them all-S. I. A. A. recognition,
in Greg Miller, Mrs. Maurice Crass.
day. November 25. regular hours
evening at 8:00 o'clock. Admission .
Murray groceries will be. closed
Kent looked much like hit, old far ahead on points having scored receiving and sending fti supply Mrs Harry Broach, Mrs. R.
pf worship will be observed, with'
M. 25c for adults; all high school' chil47, all in the past two years, while orders.
all day Thanksgiving Day grocer
Delber
Supply
t
orders
Leger
of
-Will
Whitle
be
y
coun- preaching by the' pester.
"sail both on offense and defense Wester
Pollard. Mrs. Gatlin Clopton, Mrs dren
s
15c.
Proceeds go for the ty sold 75 bushels of
n has .counted but 33 in all void after 80 days, A. S. Johnson, 0.
announce. Patrons .are asked
Organ's work was especially Praiapotatoes
B. Boone, Mrs. Genoa Gregory. Woman
to
0. A. Marrs, M. B. Pastor get
s 'Missionary Society of grown from 300
font' games.
comptroller. states
their
orders
in
pounds
on
of certified
Mrs. Rupert Parks.
Wednesday .
Ffitst Christian Church.
and mate orders as early as
seed.
possHead the Classified Contain.
ible to avoid last hour rush.

Come From Behind In
Great Scoring
Drives

'Santa Claus
Rev. 0. A. Marrs ReGets An Early
turned to Murray.
Request Letter
Church

FINAL HOME TILT

TAYLOR IS ELDER

PEN TERMS GIVEN
TO 10 FOR 36 YRS.
THIS TERM COURT

F.D.E.A. COMES TO
CITY FRIDAY FOR

MRS. R. L. RAY, 54,
BURIAL AT GOSHEN

•

WEED MARKET TO
OPEN HERE DEC. 12

TVA-WALDO COME JOHN T. WHITE
TO AN AGREEMENT DIES AT HAZEL

-

Pickwick Dam
To Be Started

Commissioner Rhea
Honored by Friends

Receives First
Load of Weed

First Christian Missionary Society To
Give 3-Act Comedy Friday at City School

Union Se
a-for Thanksgiving

K. E. R. A. Orders
Good For 60 Days

Groceries Close
For Thanksgiving

•
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Ly..2,Grove-

OF GRADUATES.
PLAN REUNION OF
TEACHERS

••-

I-1.1
f
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0

STONE SCHOOL

High

Remember the Annual Fiddlers'
Contest here Thanksgiving night
We invite you all to come and
enjoy an evening's program of old
time fiddling.
We plan to enter all events in
the Rural School' Tournament to
be held at Klrirsey December 7.

Plans are being formulated for
reunion- of graduates and
teachers of Stone school
4 which will be held next June or
July. depending on the most favorable time for the principal speakers and winters. ..13se school has
_ Alma_ recoguiaml-sa___frat_
centers of the county and has
some of the most prominent men
end women the county has produced among its former students
and teacher&
' Among those instigating the
meeting ars: Dr. Earnest Canon,
State Teachers
of the Western
College faculty and L C. WinBreckenridge
nrinetpal
chester.
county high school . Letters have
been sent to many of the graduates
concerning the event
A meeting has teen scheduled
hils.lpe F. D. E. A. meet here
At
1.
Meow ber 30-December
eareneet the former students and
laaMirs will form committees and
es ouganization for drawing up the

staff.
Forest
Smith,
Engineer
who joined the company in 1913
was recently promoted to the
grade of Camp SuPerIntendent and
assumes this post at Camp Ashby
which is .tocated at Clinton.
Captain Lester Ostrander, repthe corps area commander, made an inspectioe of
Camp Murray Thursday. Captain
Ostrander was the junior member
of the committee which selected
this camp as the outstanding one
last summer and we gather from
his remarks that we are holding
true to our old standards. He was
acconalleaneaskirthCaPtain Fletcher.
district conumanaer. and .Malar
medical - -superScene, district
visor.
.
Enrollees Leadford Cartel' and
Waverly Sullivan drove to Fort
Knox Monday on official business.
Lieut. Allen G. Shipley, camp
adjutant, is attending a four day
mess school at Fort Knox.
After a truck ride of nearly 150
miles, the team of Company 1317
Efforts will be mane to have J. defeated Company 1540 in her own
B. Hutson. U. S. department of territory Saturday night, opening
agriculture, for a speaker at the the CCC basketball season. In an
event and Dr. R. T. Wells, Omaha. unusually fast game which was
characterized by excellent teamNebr.,• both former students.
Among the teachers and grad- work and good sportsmanship our
uates are: Mrs. Lucile Grogan team was victorious by one point
Euin Allbrit- The first practice was held MonJones. Tarnpa.
ten, Detroit Ernegt Canon. Bow- day evening Downey starred for
Kush
ling - Green: L. C. Winchester, Murray with 11 points.
Miller made six points for Henderson.
Mrs. Ellie
Hardinburg:
Morrison, Omaha, Nebr.. Dr. B. T. The final wore wis 17-16. The
Wells. Omaha: Rev. Wells Lassiter, team returned to its home Sunday
elder; Lowry stopping at CCC Camps at Madiformer presiding
RABB, Livermore. Ky.: Fulton sonville and Cadiz.
Company 1540 is the newest adYotag. New Orleans: Robert Perry, oblorganfield: Charlie Canon. dition to the second district and is
strimendent schools. Russell- engaged in state park work. It
vi ; P. D. Underwood. Tampa, recently moved into Kentucky
Fa..; •Eulala Boatwright /it:dicier. from West Virginia where its enW. B. - Milstead. Hazel; Judge C.*lire penionnal was recruited.
A.".ale. Taylor Oliver. Eldorado,
Ash.; Thol Phillips. N. P. Hutson.
and Wesley Waldrop.
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CAMP MURRAY
CHATTERS

a

_
—
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Bobbie Hopkins.
Mrs. Tom Hurt of Almo and
We wish to thank each and
Mrs. Clyde Hart of Detroit visited
the Homemaking Class Monday everyone that lent a helping hand
during the short illness and death
afternoon.
._ •
Miss '..Merrel Jones of Hardin of our dearly beloved Resale Mcspent part of last week with Mrs. Cuiston. She was so sweet to
Hayden Walston.
us all but God knew best and
Mrs. Mitchell Andrus has been called her home. We also thank
the neighbors'and-friends for their
ill for several days.
Mr. and Mrs. Fay Sills and Mr. kindness they have shown to our
and Mrs.- Fred Sills were week- sad and lonely son. We thank
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Joe each one for, their floral oaering.
Last, but not least, we thank Dr
Pritchett
Bro. C. K Coleman is again as- Hale for his untiring kindness and
signed to the M. E. Church and Dr. Jones for his comforting words.
Mr. and Mrs, B. II. Mizell of will fill his regular appointments May heaven's richest blessings rest
Mayfield were Sunday guests of on third Sunday of every month. with you all is the prayer of E.
Everyone invited to attend.---C. A. M. McCuiston and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Mack Mizell.
Mrs. Ella Lyles of Hardin spent
Ii llass to Head the Clanalfieds
Read the Classified 001tIMA.
Sunday
with
her sister, Mrs.
Egman,
Bro. Pat Riley and family of
Memphis spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Clynt Lancaster. .
Mr. and Mrs. Clynt Skaggs attended the Methodist Conference
at Murray Sunday.
you'll find everything desired
Mr, and Mrs. Jeff Edwards of
for a delectable meal at LEE &
Alrno were Sunday guests of Mr.
ELLIPTT'S. We will have
and ?gra.* Huie Edwards.
many little specialties for your
Miss Lois Walston is on. the
pleasure.
sick list.
Wadell and Harry Jeffrey spent
GIVE US YOUR THANKSthe week end ‘with Covington
GIVING ORDER
•
Reeves.
Mr. and Mrs. Burnett Jones of
CLOSED THANKSGIVING Hardin spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Hayden Walston.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Jones and little daughter left ;inr Detroit Sunday morning.
Hayden Walston returned home
Saturday from Smfthland after a
week's work.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Hurt arrived here Tuesday night from
Detroit.
They will spend two
weeks visiting friends and relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Reeves and
Mrs. Merle Audrus and son spent
Sunday in Farmington with Mr.
and Mrs. L Alderdice.
Aaron Puckett has been ill for
the past wsek.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Bythel of
Brooks Chapel spent Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Culver.
Phone 375
Mr. and Mrs. Essie Puckett of
Hardin and Miss Jessie Crosbey

Dexter News

••

for the Big Thanksgiving
Dinner

LEE & ELLIOTT
GROCERY

I

Broors

iS

r

SUNBURST

MILK

BOTTLE

COMES CHEER

We can furnish you with a Dressed
Turkey or Dressed Hen in any desired
weight.

25c
15c
25c
25c
16c

2 lbs. MINCED HAM
VEAL CHOPS,lb.
2lbs. BEEF STEAK
2 pounds SAUSAGE
PORK HAM, half or whole, lb. .
PORK SHOULDER, half or whole,
14c
pound
. 9c
BEEF CHUCK ROAST,lb. ..
7c
BEEF RIB ROAST,lb.
2c
1
10c and 12/
MUTTON, lb.
14c
LARD,lb.
25c
FRYERS, Dressed, lb.
20c
HENS, lb.
14c
SALT BUTTS, pound
FRESH OYSTERS
KANSAS CITY STEAKS

Highest Market Price in Cash for
Chickens, Eggs and Hides

Murray Milk Products Co.-

Shroat Bros.
MEAT MARKET

CALL 191

'

-

0—..-.11141111111
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Card of Thanks

Duet, F.seelle West and. Katitryne
Parks.
Reading, "Coquette Conquered",
Robbie Nelle Myers
Discussion, "Best Books", Geneva Hunter.
Quartet, "Grandfather's Clock",
"Silver Threads Among the Gold",
by Howard Paschall, Bobby Siegleton, Codie Lee Caldwell, Rudolph
Howard.
Jokes, Emma Lee Camp and
Covet Mrs.

The honor roll for thefirst six
third month's'
grades for, their
work is made up of the following
First grade: Charles D. Butter.
worth, Gene Miller, Carol Martin
Rogers, Ruth Tinsley, Anna Mae
Lamm. Naomi Broach. Nixola
W rayer.
.
Jones,
grade: Laure
Second
James Key. losetta Morris, John
Tinsley, Hugh Arnett, Mary, Jo
Farmer.
Third grade: Johnye Pat Boy
Wilson, Rondall
Leslie
James
Mere than fifty genuine Cassiega freldbian. wages (See used In the Burt, Jean Gallc way, Martha Jo
Ningleget a the' West by the hardy Wept:ers, appear in the souse et Miller.
Fourth grade: Maurita Morris,
fon. Iirers -Wagon Wheels." seating 6ATURDAY to the CAPITOL
Ed Watson, Billie Murdock.
Jean
Gail
Scott,
Randolph
With
taken.
was
above
the
which
from
swum=
grade: Marion Murdock,
Fifth
the
in
Billy
Lee
fear-year-old
Phirtak. plante Blue. Raymond Hatton and
Nell Harris, Marjorie
Barbara
principal featured roles, the fibn shows the hardships, adventures and Arnett,' L D, Warren, James
romance the settlers encountered on their way to Oregon with the first 'rhomas Stark. Ruth Scherffius, La
great wagon train in 1844. Charles Barton directed the film 1. hich is
Von Rhbdes, Belle Rhodes, Frieda
Nell Rogers.
Paramount release.
Sixth grade: Barkley Jones, KarHutchens, Geace
nell
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Hutson of Rue: ,Prov. 28:2,8.
Haines.
Joe Utley of Peducah visited his Margaret Nelle
itanan, Tenn.
The honor roll for the high
Misses Miry Olive and Joe grandmother, Mrs. Rena Daughnext
be' published
school will
Mitchell, and Mr. Wavely Hutson erty, last week.-"Old -Glory."
week.
attended the singing at Mt Sinai
Our basketball squad won the
last Thursday night
skirmish of the season
second
Misses Rachel and Lois Lassir
when it defeated the Hazel five
spent Saturday with their grand31-19 at Hazel last Friday evenparents at Murray.
ing. Our second team was also
nicely
progressing
is
The school
winning over Hazel's
successful,
under the care of Mr. Douglas
By Edmond Cherry
second team 23-16.
Shoemaker.
The teams go to Xirksey next
Hazel Chapter of Future FarmMisses Berline Wisehart Buton
Friday evenint• to invade the
Mitchell and Lauren.e Dick, ac- ers held a fun feed party WedEagles' nest.
companied by Rainey Lovins, Ay- nesday night, November 14. in
The seeenth grade will give a
Ion McClure ;sod Guthrie Osborn the high school auditorium., Each
short program Friday. The topic
attended the musical at Stonewall Future Farmer brought along a
girl partner. The games and eats will be book week. The program
Mn. a C. McClure gave a Freeland's Saturday hight
was postponed from last Friday
Willis and Were enjoyed by everyone.
Chester
Mrs.
and
Mr.
quilting at her home last Thursbecause of six weeks exams.
Lee. also
was as follows:
Wanda
program
daughter.
The
little
day, Those present were: Mrs.
The fifth and sixth grades in
Robert Lassiter spent Sat"Skip to My Lou-, "Who You
George Freeland and daughter. George
Miller's room enjoyed a prowith Mr. Are With, Where Your Are At, Miss
Sunday
and
night
urday
Alma, Mrs. Franklin Oliver and
gram on Friday afternoon, NoBuchanan,
of
Willis
Fred
Mrs.
and
and What You Are Doing", "Fly- vember 16. The theme of the
children. Billy and Sue. Mrs. Billy
By Wm. U. Martin. Jr.
ing Dutchman", "Basketball ConDewey Coleman, Tenn.
Lawson, Mrs.
was Book Week and it
Gradie Stubble- test". "Treasure Hunt-, "Eat-, Ad- program
Mrs.
and
Mr.
consisted of a one-act play, "The
Bro. J. C. Barr of the Pzesby- Mrs. Gradie Stubblefield and son, field and son spent Sunday with
journment.
Book Shop- and a few other
terian Church was with us again James Warrent, "Aunt" Sis Mc- Ur. and. _Mrs.,. Rayrno,nd. Hamlin
Virginia Miller won in the bas- short numbers.
Sunday with /mother of his in- Clure. Mrs. Hubert'Lamb. Mrs. of Murray! •
ketball contest and Lylton Ellis
To celebrate Book Week, the
teresting talks. Attendance is im- Fannie Hancion. Mrs, Chester Wilfound-the treasure_
lis and daughier.-Wanda Lee,-Mrafourth and fifth grades in Miss
peeving etinsidgeably.
Satann's room made a study of
' Camp Supt. K. H. Ashbrook, Ped Louis, Mr. and Mi. Oren Hut- Short Coarse Meeting -son. Mrs -Joinr-Prealimst
poets and their writings and made
after a month's -Weill is again
Chapel
Octlk Dick, Mrs.- lienfy
Hazel Future Farmers -sent cards posters of books and other writcamp.
around
figur*
Mutants- Mrs._ Asa_ Collie. Mrs.
to farmers of this comdkunity inl/Pleih he is not
il
j
Last Friday the singing 'durMrs Belle Jones and Miss Opal viting them to attend the tobacco
.0111.41pUld we are edg him a Jack Lawson. Mr. and Mrs. Wiley
and Weedy- swenteecy• SO Hatfield id son. Kenneth, Misses Jones are each ,making p bird short course meeting, Tuesday ing the chapel period was conducted by the basketball boys. The
, his dynamic personality can Buton. Jo. Mary Olive. Aline. and quilt. Mrs. Lola Jones is mak- night, Nhvember 13.
'
At this meeting our advisor, Mr. .numbers on program were:
take its place in the affairs Mary Elizabeth Mitchell, Misses ing_ a double-nine patch quilt reCova and Mabel Lassiter. Mrs. ported as the prettiest quilt of all. Kelley. had a good attendance
"The Bull Dog on the Bank," by
community.
e
.itir
creman Culley Baughn is 'on Sam Chrisman, Arlie Chrisman Mrs. Mollie - Starks is piecing twd to hear his discussion. He talkki the ball squad: Solo. "I Hear My Mother Call,'
die road to * speedy recovery. He and Mr. and Mrs. it c. McClave.- wedding ring quilts, one for her- on tobacco grading and showed
Everyone reported having a nice self and one for her granddaugh- charts to impress the importance Mg", Hewlett Cooper.
lw 'left the hospital and is now
Group singing:Franklin at the home of Mrs, time and wished for Mrs. McClure_ ter, Mrs. Albert Penny of Ben- of tobacco grading to the farmto be able to sponsor many more ton, -Route 7.
"A Spanish Cavalier", led by
ers. He also gave pamphlets on
Mitchell Story.
the first time in several such quiltings. Some could net
Mrs. Sena Jones has quilted tobacco grading to the guests.
"Columbia. the Gem of the
Mr. Kelley requests that each
"Melts Camp Murray's representa- be present because of hog killing Iwo quilts recently.
Future Farmer boy of this chapter Ocean", led by Howard Paschall_
. at Mason Memorial Hospital and caring for the meat.
Mrs. Belt Tones has pieced three
"A Capital Ship", led by James
bring in some. hands of tobacco
reduced to one es-Enrollee Lynn
wedding ring wits and has a
Aylon. Myrtis. Faye, and - Nell
to be graded by an experienced Hugh Smith. —
Jr0resythe-oontinues to improve
fourth nearly completed.
"Uncle Ned", led by Ortis Story.
grader.
'at that institution. His release is McChfre of Cherry. spent Thursday
porkers are being
Some fine
The seniors gave a short proThe farmers at the next meeting
aspected almost any day and his with their grandmother. Mrs Fan- slaughtered here this cool weathchapel.._perioct p.
will grade them-also-to- test -their gram 7during.
IZterids are congratulating him for nie Wisehart helping her with er.
a hog killing.
knowledge of tobacco grading. The Monday. The program consisted
kis uneventful recovery.
nearly comis
gathering
Corn
Mr. and Mrs. Oren Hutson and
neat meeting will probably be of:
tatiors Murray has lost a seri,
pleted here and I have never
Bible Reading, Allie Drowns.
taluenle member of its technical little son. E. J.. spent Sunday with heard so much complaint_ about Tuesday eight. November 27.
yield shortage. Cecil Jones only
gathered two loads off the same
ground he gathered four leads last
year: Toy Jones said he never
tried as hard in his life to make -a
good corn crop. The ground hie
expected to gather three loads off
of only produced one load. He
gave his corn. good cultivation to
my knowledge.
Johnnie Ramsey, Robert Burkeen and. Edward Chadwick tarried a -load of cotton to Benton'
last Friday.
Mrs. 011ie Burkeen went to Murray on business Saturday. Seems there has been more hay'
put. up here this year than usual.
Robert Burkeen cleaned out J.
W. Jones' cistern Saturday.. ----Mrs. Rena Daugherty's ankle is
still in a -serious condition. Dr.
Cod Acid of liaridn _ is still. attending her.
The hard wind of Saturday
blew some windows out of Toy
Jones' house. It also blew down
T. A. Jones' garage but- the car
was out at the time and blew
down Hardin Byars' buggy shed
but some one of the family had
just removed the buggy.
"When the righteous are iis authority the people rejoice; "hut
when the wicked beareth rule, the
people mourn." Prov. 21e2.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Ramsey
are the proud parents of a fine
baby boy. born November 9.
'There is nothing better for a
man than .that he should eat and .
.drink that he should make his
soul enjoy good in his labor. This .
also I saw that it was from the
hand of God." Ec. 2 24.
Mrs. Alice Burkeen and sister.
Miss Christanner McClain and
Many of the atraditional dishes require milk in
Mrs. Monica Schroeder weht
their preparation and the ,rich Cream content of
Benton last • week- in interest of
Sunburst Milk suggests its use for most satisfactory
their cotton.
Farm work is beginning to get
results. Use it to heighten the flavor of dressing,
out of _Mu rush_ and.-some_ _have
vegetables
—for
crtaMTsatite
-Trihstle4- potatoes, In
begun to get up winter wood.
"He that covereth his sins shall
and in pumpkin pies. It pays!
not prosper: and who so confessett.
and forsaketh them shall hats
Mercy." Prov. 28:13.
Mies Lucile Walston and ter
*hoot .gave. a play recently 'arid
It sure was enjoyed by a large
audience.,
"When the • wicked rise men
Phone 214
Free Delivery
hide themselves: but *hen they
increase."
the righteous
perish

Hazel F. F. A.
Notes

22, 1934.
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THE COMPLETE FOOD MARKET
83c •
AVONDALE
24-Lb. Bag
FLOUR IZIFP:g 79c
LYON'S BEST
99c
24-Lb. Bag
FLOUR COU N2T411.CELL? 89c
P PING WHITE NAPTHA SOAP 7Giant si"1"25c
10 POUNDS BULK
52c
:PURE—CANE SUGAR
6'BOXES
20c
MATCHES FINEST BRAND
PINEAPPLE

C. CLUB FANCY SLICED OR CRUSHED
No. 2 can

15c

PALMOLIVE SOAP,
3 bars

14c

JEWEL COFFEE, lb. . . 19c
55c
3 lbs.

SUPER SUDS,
3 pkgs.

25c

TWINKLE GELATIN and
Choc, Pudding, 6 pkgs. 25c

17c

Aunt Jemima PANCAKE
FLOUR, 2 pkgs. . . . . 23c

10c

C. Club APPLE SAUCE,
19c
2 No. 2 cans

Our Mother's COCOA,
2-pound box
CHUM SALMON,
Tall can

CALUMET BAKING
POWDER, 1-lb. can . 19c
C. Club SPINACH,
No. 2'can ,

10c

PUMPKIN,
3 No. 2 cans .

19c

- Woodbury's FACIAL SOAP,
25c
3 bars

DOZEN
GOLDEN YELLOW
15c
BANANAS
FLORIDA ORANGES OR GRAPEFRUIT Peck 53C
15-Lb. Peck
17`
POTATOES 100-Lb. Bag $1.09
—
......
HEM!
5-DozEN
SIZE
HEAD LETTUCE
BREAKFAST BACON NaPPIAr 28e
FRANKs;..OR..LONG BOLOGNA
2 pounds 25c
I.
STANDARPS, Pt 97c
FRESH
spaLrI
PeAeic
,
D
g
t
CK
3/c
PINT
OYSTERS
f
"
For stewing
G
S I
5C

--

......ron'

(
T VZSM70
C

...---

•

•
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for the high school debate teams, Interscholastic
Touenanient
a t Tucker.
**iterations for the Thanksgiving Kirksiy.on December 7 are: HisFirst grade: Edwin Earl Pierce.
program, the end of the third tory, Keith Ross; Hygiene, Edna Chettie Lee Jones, Martha Fulton,
month and monthhs exams for the Idareiles; Civics, Elwood -Phelps; Lynda Fae Darnell, and R. L.
W. J. Brite• and. Floyd StephenJ. B. PilaYer and Mrs. Myrt Os- elementary grades and Six-week General Scholarship. Hattie gait Dowdy.
The Almo High School basketson of Cottage "Grove were in
born had as their guests Sunday. tests for the high school, in addi- Maupin; Reading. Anne Henalee;
Hazel on business Friday.
Visitors for the past v.eek were: ball team met defeat at the hands
Mr. Mayers sister, Mrs. J. G. tion to the regular program of Declamation, girls, Sadie Nelle J T Dixon. Paul Smith, Raymon of Concord Friday night, the score
J. M. Cutchins of Paris
was
and sons, B. V. White, and work and the three ball games Dyer.
McCallon. Ray
Stark, Clellon being 31-17. The boys are pracbusiness visitor in Hazel Friday.a White
wife, Edgar White, and wife, all of Friday night.
ticing for the game Friday night
Sanders, and Paul Carson.
Elder Garvin Curd and Mark Creel Srings, Ill.
The book-week program was a
It seems that more interest is of this week with Benton at BenNix of Blood Rivet were in Hazel
being shown, from t.me to time, ton.
Dr. E. W. Miller, who has been decided success.
Not so many
Friday.
P
,
confined to his home with Illness patrons came out as we had wishin our school work because our
The Alma Independent basketMrs- Oscar Vim Chones of Hol- for several days, is in the Mason ed for, but there were several.
honor roll has increased this last ball team defeated Pleasant Valley
_-L. H. Pogue and Mrs. Pogue,
low Rock.' Tenn., and -Mrs. Birdie
six weeks. W-1 hope that our-hortor Independents last
.Memorlal. Hospital at Diturray this Much interest was manifested ix
Friday night.
Joel Cochran and Mrs. Cochran,
PeWitt of Cayce, icy., spent Satthe poster contest. Some sixty
roll win continue to incerase in- The team was organized last week.
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Connie Milli and
urday, nrght with the Rev. and
Mr. Brown is the coach. They are
Julian and Ram L. Mayer of were displayed and many were Richard, Bernie Morgan and Miss stead of decreasing.
Mrs. W. A. Baker.
County Agent J. T. Cochran and expecting to play several games
attractive.
quite
Mrs. Robbie Katie,
Mrs. Fannie Chrisrnan of Frank- Union City visited home folks
Mrs. Esther Smith and Miss
J G. Denham, chairman of corn this season.
Henslee, Mrs. Tamson Parker, and
Edith, and Miss Stella Spicellind
fort, who is Visiting in this coun- Sunday.
and hog control associa'.ion, talked
Miss Luna Elkins acted as judges
The honor roll for the second
of Tharpe, Tenn., went to Paducah
Guy Caldwell left last week for
ty, has been with with Mr. and
to a large group of farmers at six weeks
of the reading and book posters.
is as follows. Those
last Friday and heard Bro. Pogue
Mrs. R. W. Chrisman for the past Summerville. Tenn., where he has
Kirksey
High
School,
Monday
The fourth and third grades, preach over WPAD at 1:10 P. M.
persons on the honor roll do not
work with the N. C. & St.- L. Ry.
several,pays.
night
on
the
A.
H.
H.
pi
ogram
and
make less than a "B":
D. N. White. Ben White, W. F. His family will join him 'there in under Mesa Winchester's direction, Next Friday at same time, Bro.
gave a delightful short program Pate of Murray Church of Christ also on the possible organization
White, and W t C. Ofhorn were in a short time.
First grade: Virginia Williams,
of
the
Farm
Bureau.
growing out of their_ daily work will preach.
.1durray
Monday **to visit Don
Mrs. Lois Waterfield spent the
Some thirty women met and Dorothy M. Roberts, Clyde RowWhite who is a patient in the week end in Clinton with her and their observance of bookMiss Stella Spiceland of Tharpe, discussed benefits and possibili- land, L. G. Hubbs.
Mason Memorial Hospital:
son, FiarrY Lee watellield, and week. The, first part consisted Tenn., was the guest, last week, ties of securing a home
Second grade: Mildred Jackson,
demonstraa
cosy
of
fireside
reading
of
"A
The following out of town par- Mrs. Waterfield.
of Mr. and Mrs. Luther Pogue of tion agent. The discuAion
Nell Clendenon, Acre Boyd Mcwas
Garden
Child's
of
Verse"
the
and
ties attended the funeral of ,John
Dr. and Mrs. W. F. Grubbs and second part of a non-reader's iqz Penny. Yes, her name is Stella directed by Mrs. Monroe and Mrs. Dermott.
T. White Monday: Mr. and Mrs. Miss Maud
Walker were in Mur- terest being aroused in the class- with "Gossip" part omitted.
J. T. Cochran, wife of the county
Third grade: James Bu
srkeen.
D. Larkins, Nashville; Dr.
Fiddlers contest at Coldwater agent Considerable int)rest was
ray Sunday visiting friends and at- ics by a display of Mrs. Reader's
Fourth grade: Rhoda Nell Lee,
Mrs. A. H. Ellis, Providence, KY.; tending the conferenee.
display of wax figures of the was fine! Awards were: Wednes- shown in this meeting and we Elvin Phillipa, Loraine Burkeen,
Mrs. Ola Newman, Mn. Amanda
day Night Waltz, Everete Wray; hope it may lie possible to Or- Mary Lucille McDermott.
Mr, and Mrs. Bonnie Jones of people of book-land.
White arid sons, Harold. Seiburn, Puryear were
solo on guitar, Fred Harrison, ganize a Farm, Bureau.
in Hazel Monday,
Sophomores: Kathleen Brown,
Miss Nellie May Wyman gave a
and Porter Jr., and •Mrs. Porter
Addie Carter; reading, Harry Cot.hP. G. Curd was in Paris on
James Thomas Roberts.
most instructive and challenging
White Jr., Murray, and akrs. Pearl business Tuesday.
am, Lois Darnell; vocal solo, Hen,
Juniors: Fieldon Scott.
talk on the importance of good
Eitts, Paris, T. L. Wilford and
iretta Kingins: vocal quartet,
Mr. and Mrs. -Terry Cochran of
Practice is being held for the
books to children.
Mrs. Lenora Smith, Puryear.
Kirksey were in Hazel Sunday in
W. Adams': banjo solo, Early'
Thanksgiving program to be given
Of the ten who tried out for Youngblood; woman musician, Mrs.
the home of Mrs. Cochran's parTuesday night, November 27. No
debate
following
have
the
been
Haru Adams; French Harp playents. Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Hurt.
The entire school went about admissionMrs. H. A. Wilson and son Clete, chosen: Affirmative team and sub- er. Eugene Carter; string band, a mile South of Key's Store on
An old time fiddlers contest will
stitute,
Wilson Gantt. Jerlene Bo- Harrison band; dancer. Delia Haratended the funeral of Mrs. A. A.
a chestnut hunt.
We tramped be given in the Almo High audigard,
W. H. Farris, Grpha Bretton; grove; musician of evening. EverPritchett in Dresden, Tenn., Friover the hills until about 12 torium Saturday night, December
day. Mrs. Pritchett was a sister- negative, Rby Cunningham, Alvis ete Wray; vocal duet, Annie Faye o'clock then we all came in and 8. Come and bring your friends.
Colson, Juanita Roberts, Wayne and Effie Harrison; last, but not
in-law of Mrs. Wilson's.
gathered around a bonfire and had Watch this paper for the full proJ. E Patterson, section foreman Dyer. The substitutes will not least, "Old Eagle" won the prize a marshmallow and weiner roast. gram.
at this place, attended a Safety be chosen just yet, but the four as best old time fiddler with old Everyone had a great time.
Remember the senior play. -Two
Meeting of N. C. & St. L. Ry. em- will be as' the first team.
man Bill Adams trailing. Bully
One Wednesday afternoon of the Days to Marry." to be given Satployes at Murray Tuesday. He was
for Bill, oh, no!, I mean the past month we called a meeting of urday night, December 1.
First and Second Grade
chosen chairman of this meeting.
brilliant I!) old "Eagle". Long the parents to help: embellish the
The Alma basketball team As last week was book week, blue coat, I bought last June; Got
Mrs. T. M. Marshall is confined
school ground. We were assisted play Hardin High School Wed
to her room with illness this week. we spent our extra periods work- tc. have it changed case it fits too by Mr. Fred Phipps. We had an day night. November 28, on the
ing on our book posters.
S0011.
enjoyable evening but did not Alma floor.
Adolphus Phelps, a first grade
At Coldwater Church of Christ complete our work. We *ill call
boy. won third prize with his
Suf?day School of November l& another meeting of the parents to
HELLO, RUDDY:
poster. All grades competed, inJoel Cochran's Bible class num- help finish our project
COUNTY AGENT NOTES
cluding nigh school.
We think
Let Us Care For Your Car
We have had several visitors in
Faxon High School has been Adolphus will be a real artist bered 27; Will Darnell's 24; MIS.
buzzing with activity the past when he has had time and train- Era Slaughter's, 9; Mrs. Mollie the past month. Mrs. Attie Spann.
The county agent feels the Farm
week, what with book-week ob- ing to develop his talent—Anarine Cochran's Mrs. Ophelia Bazzell) 9; Mrs. Willie Cooper, Miss Christine Bureau Convention, to be held
TELEPHONY. 300
Cooper,„
Adolphus
total,
Myers,
59.
Bro.
Cletus
Pogue -preached on
servance, try-outs for the grade Lovett.
at .Nashville, December 10, 11, and
Southwest Corner Square
"Rich
Young Ruler" (Money). Spann, J. D. Adams, and Miss 12, will
inter-scholastic tournament and
Murray, Ky.
be worth the time and
One feller twisted and squirmed Berline Erwin.
cost to any farmer who will go. He
Third and Fourth Grades
Honor Rolr
and I dozed off to sleep.
has estimated the cost per person
'We are starting the fourth month
The honor roll is as follows:
At the radio station, in front of
from $10.00 to $15.00, depending
of school. We hope to have better
First
grade:
Lee Edwin Hopper.
a big hotel, I saw whiskey in boton the type of accommodations.
grades next month.
Dayle Hopper, Lynn Crawford
This includes transportation, too.
room is decorated for tles' for sale—mountain dew, etc.;
Our
Wilkerson,
Billie Max Paschall,
on Broadway. a policeman in modThis will be the biggest agriThanksgiving.
Bub Miller, and Mandell Hart.
cultural meeting we will have the
We had a good program Fri- ern uniform, loaded "billy" in right
Second grade: Harold Hopper
hand,
another
one
with automatic
opportunity to attend. The nations
day. The posters for book-week
and B114 Redden.
_Saw Tenleaders,- who will address the
were judged also. The third and- pistol in scabborcL__
Third
grade:
Martha
Nell
Hopnessee
River emptying into the
meeting includes such nationally
fourth grades received the blue
per.
beautiful
Ohio river and a colored
known figures as Secretary of
ribbon for having the best group
Fifth
grade:
Ina
Nell
Wilkerson
man with "specks" on. "C.)! carState Cordelle Hull, Secretary of
of posters.
and Rebecca Sue Wilkerson.
Agriculture Henry
The librarians for this week are ry me back to old Virginia once
A. Wallace.
Seventh
grade:
Jean
ll
Add
Rein'You could pick no better
Chester C. Davi administrator of
Ruth Wells in the third grade aod more."—"Eagle".
burg,
Dorothy
Adams.
Ralph
Redtime for outfitting your
Ruth Gordon in the fourth grade.
den ,and Milford Hart.
-self for the Thanksgiving
—James Euall Owen

HAZEL NEWS
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Mrs. M. R. Wilson spent the
week end with her sister; Mrs.
C. A. Singleton
near
Cottage
Grove.

Almo High School

Stella Gossip

••

PIM'rivals

NEM'

ed
.ve
rur

-.C. South Howard School

;-

Items

AAA. Dr. George F.- Warren, Car-.
nell University, who is serving as
advisor to the President on monetary matters. Gov. John T. Winant of New Mampahire. W. I.
Myers, connected with farm credit
adminisration, H. R Tolly, assistant administrator of AAA and Assisant Secretary of Agriculture
and others. Any one interested
in making the trip should see
their county agent. If enough of
you care:Awso, it would be possible to • go-try-- motor even cheaper
than to go otherwise.
—J. T. .Cochran

Gunter's Flat
We are sorry to hear of the
news that Mr. and Mrs. George
Coles received of their daughter,
Mrs. Edgar Nesbitt, who is seriously ill in Detroit. Mrs. Coles left
Saturday morning to be at the
bedside of her daughter.
Lon Arnett is reported very ill
at this writing.
Will Douglasii of Lynn Grove
was a guest in the home of Lee
Gingles' last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ora Adams, who
lives on the Roscoe Hayes place,
are moving to
Graves county,
near Pilot Oak this -week.
•
The Conference is over and we
are glad to report that Bro. W. W.
Baker was -returned to his same
charge, Hazel Circuit.
There will be a Thanksgiving
program and also a prayer meet-

ing at this place on Wednesday
night before Thanksgiving.
.
Excuse • this short letter this
week. Hope to- have more news
next week.—"Rose Bud".
PAGEANT TO RE GIVEN
SUNDAY MORNING, 025
Next Sunday morning at 9:25
o'clock, 21 girls will give
pageant, -The gaered Legacy," at
the First Christian church in the
opening- service of -the SUsidhsf
schooL
All are u•ged to come
promptly at 9:25' and enjoy this
Thanksgiving pageant
Herman Williams of Webster
county sold 100 bushels of beans
at $1.25 per bushel from an BOOhill planting.
Oldham
county farmers are
using formaldehyde treatment for
smut on wheat, with good results.

SHOE
REPAIRING
Your old shoes can be made to give
a lot of extra service by our methods of scientific rebuilding and repair. Bring them in, regardless of
ihape—and we'll surprise you with
the results. AT—

Dutch's Shoe Shop
__WEL WORK GUARANTEED
Opposite Ledger & Times Office

-Here's the

of

COLDS CONTROL

Faxon High School

Beaman's Garage

(
.
)
11 To Help PREVENT Colds

Dress Up For
Thanksgiving Season

S

to Christmas season is tit.busiest of the year.

Fifth and Sixth Grade;
Our room is progressing nicely
with the Thanksgiving program.
Not many students are absent
this week. We are making book
posters and are arranging our
sand table for -"The Old Wonsan
in a Shoe." but she did know what
to do, put her children to reading.
next sand table is to be one
of "Little
America" from
our
geography study.
We have a frieze on our board.
On our tailletin _board we have
our conduct for each week and
when the end of the month comes,
Miss Swann averages our grades
for the grade cards_
Our window
decorations are
twigs of. autumn maple leaves.
librarians are:
Our
Harding
Wells, fifth: Joe Lee Gordon,
sixth.
We have a new picture ever the
board.
Our room won second place in
the poster contest.

OVERCOATS
$7.50 to $18.50
HYDE PARK
SUITS
smartly tailored froin the
leading patterns on the
market offer the greatest
suit value.
You'll marvel at the impressive quality of these
suits at such a popular
price—quality'expected to
be found only in much
higher priced suits.

$24.50
Other Suits
$13.50 Up
SHOES
Freeman offers the leading shoe styles in the best
leathers at

$5.00
Champion brand, an associated line —offers an
outstanding shoe at $4.00.
We are the hat headquarters in Murray—
Style Park Hats ... $3.50 and $5,

-Owen & Houston
MEN'S CLOTHIERS

The Class of 1940
We have been very busy with
posters and exams. Inc seventh
grade made 17 of the 60 displayed.
Anne Henslee, the second most
popular girl of the school, also
won second on her poster.
We have increased one student,
Lewl's Ross, making 27 in our
class.
Another student, Rural
Elkins, has returned after several
weeks absence. We are glad to
have her back and we welcome
our new member. We are sorry
to learn that Thomas J. Henslee,
who had been chosen for declamation. is ill of malarial fever.
Those chosen from the seventh
grade to represent Faxon in the

DR. W. C. OAKLEY
Chiropractor
Entice at Home, 600 West Main
Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays
In Afternoon
1 p. us, to 0 p. m.
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Enjoy the dnction-of this fine hotel at extremely lam cost.
Single *1r Double *2.5° without Bath
Single *2.°° Double *V' with Bath

NEWLY OPENED-THE STABLES
Bavarian Bar and Cafe Lounge. These rooms and
the famous RATHSKELLER air-conditioned, always 76

OTEL

Twenty-six
Christian
county
egro cooperators attended a
On Saturdax. evening. November canning demonstration held by the
24. a three act play will be pre- Name demonstration agent.
sented by the entire faculty and
Read the Chteallffed Column.
some members of the community.
The name of the p
si anis:"A
y
Lady
by Choice." A
admission
fee Will be charged. Everyone invited.
_
The Future Farmers of Kirksey
are still planning to have their
Father and Son banquet. November 27.
The Kirksey Eagles will entertain the Lynn Grove Wildcats
Friday night, November 23. on the
Kirksey floor. We hope to have
a very exciting game. Come!
Honor Roll
The Honor Roll for the past six
weeks is as follows:
Seniors: Stella Ray, Reva Mae
Cain, Charles Ray, and Macon
McCuiston.
Juniors:'Clovis
Bazzell, ,John
Jackson, sand Pat McCuiston,
Sophomores: Dorothy
Nell
Stark. Elizabeth Lawson, and Ruth
Hanley,
Freshmen: Mary Elizabeth Johnson, Maurine
Rogers, Virginia
Lyles, and Vernon Wilson.
Eighth grade: Dorothy Sue Ma- Crisp Bacon, Savory Sausage,
rine, Geraldine Hurt, Imogene DuSizzling Hans.
laney, Evelyn Dell Paschall, Orme
•
Lee Pa/trier, G. W. Edmonds, Cordis James. and Harry Douglas.
quality meats for a break
Our
Sixth grade: Pat Carson, James
Hayden Washer, and Doris Ezell. fast that will keep you going.
Fifth 'grade: Marcile Riley, and
•
Charles Brent Bazzell.
Fourth grade: Lauraine James.
KANSAS CITY STEAKS
Eva Palmer, and Baron Palmer.
Third grade: Violet McCuiston.
ugene Stone, Leslie Douglas. and
Freda Mata Lassiter.
Phone 12
Second grade: Joe Bazzell, Rubye
Carson. Herman Wilson and Jeane

E-34EiDS3130•ESTMCCiS

ff to a good

start...

1HE RIGHT BREAKFAST
DOES IT
•

Murray Meat Market

S.E3

THANKSGIVING SPECIALS
GOOD UNTIL THANKSGIVING
SUGAR, 10 lbs
50e WALNUTS, black, bu.. 53c
COFFEE (Seven-day) .25c HICKORYNUTS, bu.
53c
MEAL, 5 lbs.
13c CORN, 1 lb. & 3 oz. cans,
25c
3 for
APPLES, Winesap, gal 15c
10c
APPLES, Winesap, doz. 15c RAISINS, lb.
SOAP, 8 bars Big Ben. .25c PRUNES,3 lbs. for . . 25ci
MATCHES, 3 boxes
10c CHEESE, lb.
18c t
HENS, Dressed, lb.
18c CRACKERS, 2 lbs.
19c
Ducks, Turkeys and Geese, ONIONS, 3 lbs.
10c
Dressed,
PEPPER, black, lb.
24c
LETTUCE
Sc GRAPE FRUIT
Sc
CELERY, 2 bunches . .
ORANGES, dorm
19e
CHERRIES,2 No. 2 cans 23c CRANBERRIES, lb. ... 17c
FLOUR, 24 lbs.
87c Country Sausage, lb. ... 19c
SWIFT'S SALAD OIL .15c BACON, sliced, lb. .... 23c
TOILET PAPER,6 rolls 25c SWEET POTATOES and
14c ... TURNIPS, 10 Us&
. 15z.

w1sv.vowAToEs.1.0..lb
FREE DELIVERY

TELEPVONE 4

—

01"

At bedtime. just rub on Vicks
VirpoRub, the mother's standby in
treating colds. All through the
night, by stimulation and inhalation,
VapoRub fights the cold direct.

To Build RESISTANCE to Colds: Follow the simple rules of
11-7)health that are part of Vicki Plan for Better Control of Colds.
The Plan has been clinically tested by practicing physicians—
and proved in home use by millions. (You'll find full details
of this unique Plan in each Vicks package.)

V1CKS

CONTROL OF COLDS

Kirksey Hi News

SEELBACH J. T. WALLIS & SON

my Old Kentucky Home in Louisville

CI' To Help SHORTEN a Cold

At the first sneeze or nasal irritation. quickl—• few drone of Vicks
Va-tro-nol. Its timely use helps
to prevent many colds— and to
throw off colds in their early stages.

Take Advantage of Calloway County's Finest

MAILING LIST
Composed of the largest array of potential buyers in this
'
section of the
state. ABSOLUTELY NOT FOR SALE but you may have
its use through us.

A Page Ad
in

these columns can present more

different articles to more people at less cost than any
other one medium available to merchants.

•
More than 20,000 people in this county and
more on the edge of the adjacent counties
are right at your finger tips. Why not
convert them into friends and customers
by taking advantage of our live and valuable list of subscribers to whom we send
this paper every week of the year.
IT'S MOST.'ECONOMIpAL AND
CONVENIENT FOR

NEARLY EVERYBODY READS

The

Ledger.
Times

"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"

•••

Par

•t„
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Stewart COunttes. Tenn.. $1.00 a year ;Kentucky. $130: elsewhere.. 33.00.
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are still keeping the promise made
to American men, who went to
war. The members are ministering to the needs of those for whom
the war has not ended. They are
helping his family, his children and
through these memberships are
also serving all American sailors
at sea and all soldiers, marines
and coast guardsmen wherever
their parts or posts may be.

Big Heart for
Kentucky

IMES, MURRAY, KENTIf6KY, THURSDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 22, 1934.

absorbing and retaining the rainfall. and the .innumerable roots
bind the mil particles together
preventing easy movement and
shifting when subjected to the
action of water.
There are also other factors abet
affect the extent of:erosion, riiie.h
as, degree of slope, type at sop„
and amount of rainfall. On the
steeper slopes the ruuoff water
attains a greater velocity, has
greater silt carrying capacity, and
produces more washing than on
of lesraalepaa -The
runoff varies on different types
el soils dui to their water absorbing qualities. Heavy rainfall
in a short period of time causes a
concentration of water that is
un-usually destructive and quickly
forms gullies_
Gullies forth 'very rapidly and
this is amply illustrated in the
expression that is often heard "I
farmed over this field just a few
years ago." The soil from these
gullies moves__ into our streams
and rivers creating quite a menace to flood controL In many
places it has been known for a
gully to eat back through valuable farm land as much as !oily
feet 'during one heavy rain. Millions of tans of soil are being removed from our farm and forest
lands inunially. • Coniputing -the
amount of soil that is removed out
of a single gully just shows the
seriousness of soil erosion. ,
• The soil erosion camps of the
Emergency Conservation 'Work in
Kentucky, under the
Western
supervision of Mr. K. G. McConnell, State Forester, are carrying
on a program in the control and
prevention of soil, erosion to preserve our farm and forest lands
for the benefit of our future sons
and daughters.

•

1934 Red Cross Poster
Invites Your Membership

held at the home of Mr. and fara FIRST FRSORYTIKIIIAS CHURCH
Toy Brandon next Friday evenSunday School next Sunday at
ing.
Why not many other CuMMUni- 9:45 A. M. it the Courthouse.
morning at 11
Last Sunday
tics meet in prayer?
John Clark, who spent a few o'clock, on the invitation of the
days in the Clinic recently for Session of the local Presbyterian
treatment went...to the Vanderbilt congregation and by appointment
week of the conference of the MethoMemphia, last
Hospital,
where he underwent an operation dist church, Dr. 0. L. Harman,
pastor of the Galloway Memorial
Monday.
We are left to wonder if Jesus, Methodist Church, Memphis, Tenn.,
bad authority in legislation would preached. Dr. Hartman's sermon
not the young be protected from was delightedly received, for it
picture shows_IhCL. ta4es., was insister- 4,_ *inning, and
in open violation of God's law .on jtimulating.
the Sabbath.
Dr. Barr will meet his eongreMrs. Joe Charlton_ spent several gation next first Sunday, Decemdays last week with her daughter, her 2.
Mrs. L. Winson and family of
Dr. J. C. Barr, Pastor
Murray and attended conference.
The love feast meeting Sunday
morning at the College auditorium,
where so many spoke of their
hope in Christ. was Inspirational.
There is rejoicing that Bro. W.
The children making all A's
A. Baker was returned as pastor
year of
Hazel and B's, and have not missed a
for the fourth
day in school this month are as
charge.
follows:

Third grade: Richard Nesbitt,
Cleo Searbeough and Mettle ape
Tinsley.
Fourth grade: Edwin Braadon,
and Gene Roach.
Fifth grade: Herman Roach: and
Hilda Mae Seerbrough.
Seventh grade: Ila Nell Brandon, and Jessie --Roach.

Green Plain School's
Honor Roll

Read the Clawatkal 001auta•
IINHOIITE NORTH OR WEST
—.0l9p AT—

VEACH'S REAL
SERVICE
Vienna, Illinois
WHERE 147 JOINS U. S. 43
Shortest and Best Relates le
Chicago and kit. Lents
FREE INFORMATION
to all points north and west
REST ROOMS,
ICE WATER
SINCLAIS OAR AND OILS
We ZapeciaLly_Invite OurKentucky Friends

razz

4, big generous heart beats in
the bosom of Jam Rhea, of Russellville, Western Kentucky's nomination for the next governor of
the Commonwealth. In supporting
Mr. Rhea for the office of chief
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
magistrate. The Ledger & Times
Craig will be glad to learn that
holds no ill will whatever against
Preeminently the Red Cross bepee- small sint Tentun Graves, is
any other' candidate. All of those iieaes in people. It sees them at
rapidly improving arter an operawho have been mentioned are their finest and best, in the times
tion for removal of appendix. He
splendid gentlemen but scarce- of tragedy when human nature
was brought home last week.
ly -ae well equipped, we believe. rises to its highest level of unselMrs. Willie Craig and Mrs. Jake
for the job as Mr. Rea. But even fishness and endurance. BeCause
Perry visited Mr. and Mrs. Elmus
, were all qualificats equal we of this contact the Red Cross waits
Wilson Sunday afternoon.
- would cast our lot with Mr. Rhea and works for the time when
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Clark spent
4 because he is a Western Kentuck- people will be as generous all of
Saturday night with Mr, and Mrs.
(ratified
THE REXALL STORE
well
Were
he
not
so
ian.
the time as they are some of the
Lawton Burica.
* as others we do not believe we time.
E.
pastor
of
the
M.
H. la Lax
would permit our sectional pride
Church of Rea:llama spent Friday
to warp our judgment' in our desire
night with Ma: and Mrs. Elmus
to see Kentucky have the best
Wilson. •
"a
a•- •
•
. executive possible as its governor.
fitting
Following
is e most
It is not an uncommon occurIt takes more than- a big heart rence when traveling through our
Thanksgiving prayer by Edgar A.
to be governor, we'll admit It rolling and hilly country to
Guest:
see
, takes a big brain--and Mr. Rhea scattered over
the landscape hunHe has proved
- has them both
Jotter
is
grateful
to
those
The
gest football game of the year.,
Father look ilvwn on us today. dreds upon hundreds of acres
•••• •
6 his ability, his integrity. his energy
generous-hearted and sympathetic
Forgive in aa we blindly blunbeing destroyed aka-rendered unfit ,LOGA.N ANSWERS CRITICISM
through
a
lifetime
honor
and his
The annual Memphis conference persons who spoke kindly of his
der.•
OF AURORA INACTIVITY
for further use by the ravenous
service.
• of public
here last week was conducted with 14-atinute address- on History and For harvest yield our thanks we
carrying away of - the soil by gulTom Rhea has never raeen .a tar- lies
Cpunty
November 14. 1934 marvelous ease and success in Resources of Calloway
Pay
Without a doubt the land
" Waal man though he has aligned where these gullies are now tak- Mr. Joe T. Lovett
handling such a large crowd -of over %VITAS, Louisville, last ThursAnd for the craps that we plow7 himself with one side or another ing their toll, was once very fer- Editor,. Murray Ledger & Times clerics and layity. I' am giving day afternoon,
ed under.
in the political fights which have
the credit to the tact, diplomacy,
tile and productive. In most in- Murray. Ky.
.
been waged within our borders. stances little consideration has
efficiency and energy of my pasI don't. know whether it as or- Though hungry here, Thy children
_By this record two things are ever been given to the excessive Dear Mr. Lovett:
ter the Rev. -0. A. Marrs, pastor dered by law or not but common
go
proved. The first that he has cropping. cropping methodse the
Still in Thy loving mercy keen
I am auite sure that you have of the . Methodist church and host sense certainly dictates that drivnever been afraid to take a stand removal
Rev. Marrs ers of wagons and beggies oa the
them.
of timber, and ,the rav- no desire to do me an injustice, to the conference.
for what he believes to be right ages of erosion with the result but a little editorial appearing an was a tireless'and skillful worker highways at night should carry Thou made the plenteous field to
The second. that he is controlled
the
affairs
of
the
in
guiding
all
some kind of a light--a lantern is
grow.
that the 'land is now classified as your paper on November 8 apby no _group or faction. He may
We thotight it better, not reap
doei me an injustice conference. He may 'notbe proud'
An automobile- dreier has
We didn't only start a sale but we started a
Waste; land. 'The plant food that parently
have been wrong on some ort_ difficulty in .picking up anst
is removed from the soil by erosion whether it was intended or not. of meagS a member, shouldn't be,
final sale and _selling outthe_entire_stoek_and fix• eastens-but, 40 ttse-te tree
ma
piss:
In the first place. I am quite but T am proud of liim-as
'Mad of unlighted object and it is
has been ,figurect after _careful
tures. We have priced everything—not just low—
ion, it was an error of the
study, by the• United States De- 'sure that I never asked "What do tdr and am delighted to see Him impossible to see anythin'g beyond Thobgh poverty now stalks the
but low 'enough that it will be sure to sell.
and pot of the heast Torn
land
partment of Agriculture, to be 21 we 'want a dam for anyhow?" returned to Murray. i am quite while passing another car. A lan•
is not led by grettpea he' leads times greater--then- that removed That would be a very needless sure that the- conference would tern on your buggy or wagon may
And want besets each town and
. groups. And when he goes into by
- county
question to ask when you are not have been a success to the 'Ye youte- life.
Hundreds have taken advantage. to stock up
=PODS
• a fight, he enters it to . win with
v.
local church- if it hadn't
Look down and try to understan
for winter needs in BLANKETS, BOY'S COATS,
Gullies usually start where the called upon to vote for an apall the fair means at his command
propriation of public funds, but I Marrs is nol only one of the
Why unborn pigs should draw
The House of DaVid is trying to
SWEATERS, LADIES HEAVY WRAPS, hosiery,
• The tougher the going, the harder. fertility ,of the top soil has been never had, any idea of asking a preachers it has ever been
a bounty
sign
the
Goliath
of
Swat.
continuous
aupaing
removed
by
millinery, men's shirts, dress goods and many, many
he fights.
'pleasure to hear but also he aerway
to
indicate
question
in
any,
After
methods_
ALIld_eropping
other items.
AtWor*--torals his pastoral duties wita.a.
tinder Torn Rhea all factions
appear
that
I
was
opposed
to
Father
.if
we
at
times
The Sell has lost a great portion
Sports writers'at* ding a tat of
Kentucky •Democrats may work
'fiat heart-quietly and underTo let Thy wisdom go unheeded,
of its fertility the natural tend- Dam. The fact is, with very"few
argument about whether a team
standingly.
hr peaceand in harmony. He has
know
more
about
exceptions.
I
Remember, we have wise men
ency is for smaller and weaker
scoring
a
touchdown
shouldbe
achieved that happy consummaNote:—In the Classified section of this
here
•
vegetative growth. Coupled with that -projefif than any man in Kencredited withe first down. Not
tion in his-, own district and he
Who know much better what is
paper—the building we occupy is
Senator Barkley pulled a good to do so would be like 'refusing to
this the soil is often allowed to' tucky. and few, if any. have given
.• can attain it in the state.
needed.
listed for rent ... we must scamper
lie exposed to the elements with, more careful 'thought to it ot have quip' at Haut:dal:Nag when he credit a home run swatter with a
Torn Rhea is equipped for the
-"Tilde"
out any endeavor being made to endeavored to' bring about its said, "In memory of the early set- hit
quickly.
•
job in all its fundaMental requiretlers we salute the 'early risers".
supply a vegetative cover. The erection more. than I.
heart
He's
big
enough
in
ments.
it seems, a The Calloway- county delegation
It is sometimes,
John L.: Gilpin of Greenup counsame holds true not only on our
and mind. Whether the Democrats
ty built two equipped brooder
larreine_laoas,:_but on land that bad idea to tell people the plain was included as it was thereain
-of the state-aettomie-about- thinge___Me_a_tidgment jg seats aaaielleally at sun-up.'
houses from old material, at small
would naturally be -classifiens
ard-bearer by primary or convenforest land where the :trees have at this 'time is that the dam ought
tion the overwhelming sentiment
This church was well representStrangely enough. the Federal
been removed and the soil left to be built at the earliest possible
points to Torn Rhea the favorite
I have
received
very Government has made no move ed at the Memphis Annual Contobacco
Logan county
Man'y
bare, thus affording excellent op- time.
Murray, Ky.
son of Logan county in 1934. as the
Next to Bank of Murray
growers used coke to help' cure
partialities for erosion to gain a Courteous treatment at the hands to preserve the Union by retaining ference of Methodist churches..
favorite son of Kentucky in 1935.
of
the
Tennessee
Valley
Authority,
Bro.
0.
A.
Marrs.
pastor
of
Murtheir one-sucker tro
These conditions
speedy start.
Louisiana since Huey made his
ray M. E. church, expressed thanks
allow the elements causing erosion' but I know that it must have the announcement of secession.
it
can
money
appropriated
before
Sunday
afternoon
for
several
to have full sway and mother
charges outside of tae city of
nature is left practically helpless 'bead the darn. and I know that
If we should have war under Mr.
her 'were _protection, it has always said to me that it Roosevelas administration wc could Murray, for entertaining delegates
In taking a membership in the to afford
t r èe would be very glad to build the give the enemy a Devi good scrap. of which Hazel charge was menvegetative
and
* e Red Cross a_ citizen is contributing namely
dam. if it had the money. as soon
tioned.
, to the care of the needy at home growth. When nature's own proas the matter could be reached
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Ellis enter- and throughout the world. Ameri- tection is present the action is
•
Spe
eking
of
mysterious
disaptained C. W. Bond and Bro. S. A.
BY
can Red Cross membership dollars similar to that of a blotter thus on the program.
pears
flees,
what
became
of
those
If the dam is necessary, and I
Martin as delegates from ArlingWeste
rn
rooters
so
soon
after
the
think it a as_al .present day adton. Brady Taylor, Murray. Miss
5.
vised. I shall support the project ball game Saturday afternoon?
Margaret McGee and Missa,Margas intelligently as I know how. If
aret. Baker of Bruceton, Tenn.,
WASHINGTON, D. C.
the aact, when further developed.
The Government heeds a bal- were also week end guests of this
should convince me that such a anced budget-and so do most all horse.
public expenditure was not justi- its citizens.
Cottage Prayer lefeetiag will be
fied. I would just as readily oppose
it; Regardless of what 1 do about
checks
The Ledger & Times .has had
it, I can assure you that my ac- more new subscribers without sotions will not be influencedaame licitation, special ofTers, cut-rates
and
Deposits continue to grow both in total and also in number of
way or the other by what the or any kind of a drive within the
citizens of the First Distrie
atlaiety-daye-ailien-ansa eaterindividual aLcounts at the Pcuptea Savingr-Bank.
ovdiflhi 1936. Naturally, time in its history except the Liquid, Tablets
first ditty
I should be glad to have their 'dosing days of the Merchandise
HEADACHES
Salve, Nose
that winter weather and
support,
but
they
are
the
judges
Offers
in
1933
and
1932.
In
30 naputee
Drops
heavy —Wrap weather is
Not only is your lhoney protected, but your interests are proas to whether I am entitled to
here!
it. I must follow my best judgtected. You are cordially invited to use our facilities and to call upon
ment as a representative of the
our officers personally for service.
whole people as long as I am
_
here.
Since your editorial in my alai!
ment is unfair, as you attempt t•
with a cleaning and press,
create the impression . that I hay,
ing job and mending if
been opposed to the project. I am
simply writing this letter to put
necessary.
you right. The records speak for
themselves.
I afiagine 'that I
You can look your best
could tell .you Several things abbut
in winter attire even tho'
this project and thereby convince
you are not buying new
you that in truth and in fact I
keep
them
garments if you
have been - giving the matter atwell cleaned and pressed.
tention.
With very sincere regards, I re
main
MURRAY KENTUCKY
including practically everything in household furYour friend
Logan
nishings. Many pieces only slightly used, yet to be

Why Gullies

Hazel Route 3
-•

•

BISMA-REX

Four-Way Relief for Stomach Disorders
1. Neutralizes acid 3. ScZthes stomach
4. Aids digestion
2. Removes gas
Price 50,c—
DALE & STUBBLEFIELD

Our Stock Must
Be SOLD!

Letters to Editor

We Continue Our

QUITTING BUSINESS SALE
SALE

or

,

••

r

S. Pleasant Grove

Murray Mercantile-Co.

Join The Red Cross

DEPOSITS INSURED

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Ladies and Gents!

$5000 MAXIMUM INSURANCE $5000'

666

THIS IS NO SPEECH—

Pep Up the Heavy
Wrap

COLDS

FEVER

SECOND HAND

Furniture

We Want Your Business And Will Take

LARGE SHIPMENT JUST
RECEIVED

Peoples Savings Bank

Good Care Of It!

We Use the
Dri-Sheen Process

sold at second hand prices.
Experienced in handling all types of winter apparel and accessories . . . Gloves, Scarfs . . . swea:ters ... Suede Jackets, etc.

• -1444-Tit1iVed by Factory Methods .6.„5c

DYERS

CLEANERS — 'HATTERS
PHONE 449

"THE HOUSE OF SERVICE"

JUST JOTS
By Joe
Col. Robert, Jones. who vigorously -epposed the sales lax, received
his commission Monday morning
as a - *ember of Governor Calt,cson'a staff and declared that the
governor
was finally showing
.
some signs of intelligence..
• • • • •
-There was there going on in
Murray last 'week than in *a
three-ring circus--Methodist Cone
ferenee circuit 'court and the big.

tar* •••:::.- .•na: • eaara

„

saaear-ara•-- —

Beds, Dressers, Kitchen Cabinets, Tables,
Oil Stoves, Living Room Suites,
- Chairs, Dining Room Suite*,
New Mattresses
• and practically anything you would want for your
horne. Buy here and stove the difference. •
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MAURICE CRASS
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PAGE FIVE

preceding
the
Murray-Bowling
Green game.
Covers were laid for:
Mrs. Tom Rhea of Russellville,
Ky, Mrs. John' Whitaker, Russellville, Mrs. John King, Cadiz, Mrs.
Ira Smith of Hopkinivilhs,, Mrs. R.
T. Wells of Omaha, Nebr., Mrs.
John G. Lovett of Beaton, Mrs.
G. B. Scott. Mrs. Joe Lovett.

a member of the junior -class.
1 Ashbrook, Murray; Itaby Imogene
fhe bridegroom is the son of Simmons. Hazel; J. N. Waagoaer,
Mr. and Mrs. R. E Brausa. Mur- Murray; Herhert Metcalfe, Gilray, and is a former student of bertsville; Alvie Edwards, Benton;
Murray State College where he Master Thos E. Fair, Murray; mrs:t
was a member of the senior class W. K. Williams, Lakeland, Pla.:
and an outstanding student and Charles Scartioeough. Doyen:gift:us
merither of various musical organ- Forsythe, Murray; Rex Diuguid,
izations.
Murray; Miss BLith BuriLson, MurThe giaphtar young couple will ray; Master J .D. Morris, Bucmake their home on South Third hanan.
street with the parents of the
Oaths Lee Clark Circle
Logan Chapman of Lee county
bridegroom.
Bolds Noember Meet
made 5 net profit on a one-The Catha Lee Clark Circle of
acre Icrbp of grapes on which a
the Alice Waters. MineketurY Sogood spray schedule was %west
ciety met with Mrs. Bryan Shelton, Tuesday afternoon, November
Read the Classified Colleens.
20. Fourteen members were presAdmissions to Mason Hospital
ent. Mrs. Joe Baker, chairman, this week are:
conducted the devotional.
If you want to look
She
Dr. B. W. Miller, Hazel; Miss
read beautiful explanatory corn- Henrietta Smith, Murray; Mrs. r'S.
your best for
Mints, on the 22nd and 23rd Y. Brooks, Waverly; Aiiiire Ed.
THANKSGIVING
Psalm& which were written by wards, Benton; Ward
Shaw, MurVial the
Mrs. C. B. Bomar, a deceased
ray; Master Thomas B. Fair, Murmember of the society.
Mrs. ray: Rex Diuguid, Murray; Mrs.
MAI DONNE
Baker also read "A Conversation It E. McDaniel&
Beauty Shoppe
Camden, Tenn-;
With Death", author unknown. A Miss Beulah McDaniel&
Camden,
Located in
poem, "Fourscore and Beyond-, Tenn.; Mrs.
011ie B. Gatewo4xl,
was given by Mrs. Burnett War- Palmersville,
IVIUTT WRY BARD= SHOP
Tenn.; Mrs B.
terfield. After the closing prayer Rains, Brighton, Tenn.;
Murray, Ey,
Mrs. J. H.
by Mrs. J. E. James, an important Ethridge, Murray.
business meeting followed.
THANKSGIVING SPEGIAL—
Dismissals from the Mason Hos- Finger Wave
•
4.35c
Members of the circle and of the pital this past week:
Shampoo & Finger
nt
50c
chureh were urged to send their
Regular
84.00
Waves-----------$2.95
„Mrs. J. V. Dadley, Greedtield.
contributions
for
the
Wesley
Experienced Operator!,
House, Memphis, to Fain & Bell Tenn.; Mrs. D. L.'Paschall, WhitGrocery not later than Monday lock; Dr. E. W. Miller, Hazel; Miss MAYME NIX WRIGHT
VENETA WORKMAN
noon, November 24. Mrs. Leslie Henrietta Smith. Murray; E. H.
Putnam extended an invitation for
the general Harvest Day meeting,
the second Tuesday in December„
OME in and look at a Grunow. Hear
to meet at tzar _home on the Mayfield Highway;

The M. E. Missionary Society is
packing a Thanksgiving box for
Farr-Waters Marriage quietly'
trip to Hot Springs, Mr. and Mrs.
the Wesley_ house in Memphis
:
goloinstsed hi PWaft Ark-- Watm•--wrii -be at-torne at 1201
Members'of the church who will
Olive - street.—Pine
Bluff Ark
donate canned fruit are asked to
The marriage Cif Miss Marion
paper.
bring it to the Fain & Bell Groallitabeth Farr and Mr. Tilmon Lee
cery Friday and Saturday.
'teeters was an impressive altar
College Juniors To
ceremony Tuesday evening, at 8
Have Party
t. D. C. Chapter Met
o'clock at the Lakeside Methodist.
With Mrs. Neva Waters
church, Pine Bluff. Ark., and the
Final plans for the first. junior
only attendants were Miss Mildred class party of the year to be held
Mrs. Neva Waters opened her
Farr, sister of the bride, and Ar- on the second and third floors of
home to the John Williams Chapthe library building of Murray
chie Alexander..
ter of U. D. C's Monday afternoon.
Contilene Nuptiale tDu Bois) State College on Thursday night,
,November
22,
are
being formulated
was played stiffly by _Mrs. J. B.
A business session was held and
committees
appointed by Ernest
a social houc enjoyed afterwards.
Bassett while the eerie* was by
president of the class. The
Bailey,
A delicious salad
being read.
course was
party will begin at 7:45 and will
served.
The ,bride wore a modish
au- consist of dancing, games, a proTen members were present
tumn model in Week crepe with
gram, and refreshments..
black moire trim and matching
Lee Cannon and his popular colaccessories. Her sh.ulder corsage legiate dance
Erwin Circle Meets
orchestra will play
was of pernet•rosei Miss Mildred for the dancers.
Suitable enterThe Erwin Circle of the M. E.
Farr's dress. was of hunter's green tainment will be
provided, for That look of surprise on the Noe of Francis Lederer, pictured in a sante Church met with Mrs. Henry Elcrepe and her flowers were Talis- every guest as various games will of Paramount's contedy of
Colonial times, "The Pursuit of Happiness.; liott Tuesday afternoon.
man roses
be played on the mezzanine floor which comes SUNDAY and MONDAY to the CAPITOL THEATRE, weal' The devotional was led by Mrs.
Mrs. Waters, a pretty semi- of the building.
beautiful talk on
Inspired by the culprit's telling him that he was In the stocks for Irisal Bell and a
blonde is the daughter of Mr. and
Miss Maryleona Bishop's. idea
"Prayer" given by Mrs. Weo.
Mrs. William Howard Farr of of a ship effect will be carried out. in*:his wife on Sunday!
McLarin of Paris, Tenn
Pine Bluff, Ark. She is a graduate Miss Bishop and Miss Margaret
A short business session was
of the local high school 'and has Tandy are co-sponsors of the class Jerline Cathey, Mrs. Ruth Gard- good wishes.
presided over by Mrs. Burros
served on the public library staff. and will aid the various commit- ner, Mrs. Goodman, Mrs. Daisy
At noon a beatuiful table was Waters Which closed the year's
She is a member of the Sigma Phi tees in working out plans. Mem- Haynes, Mrs. Adolphus Cathey. loaded with all kinds of deliciotis work- of the circle.
its amazing performance with the
Gamma sorority and a leader in bers of the various committees are Mrs. Pierce Holland, 'Mrs. Eva food
Lovely refreshments were served.
"Signal
Beacon" that "Stops you at the
the Young Peoples' work of the as follows:
Chambers, Mrs.
Vera Haynes,
Wallers-Branlia
Eleven were present.
Those present were:
•• ••
Lakeside Methodist church. Her , Invitation and • decoration com- Mrs. Frances Jones, Mrs. Emmett
Weidlat
stationsof the world".Only a Grunow has
Mrs. J. W. Osborn. Mr. and Mrs.
attractive personality, friendliness mittees: Miss Christine Brown, Reed, Mrs. Polly Key, Mrs_ Gertle T. H. Clanton, Mrs. S. S. Shackle- Memorial Baptist Classes
Announcement has been made
this amazing new invention.Yet,Grunow
Kemper, and Lee Rogers, Mrs. Tressie Morris, ford, Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Shipley,
and -sincerity have made her a chairman; Wesley
Enjoy Party
of the. marriage of Miss Jo Nell
favorite in a wide circle of friends. Ethel Quarles: refreshments com- Mrs. Noah Parker, and Mrs. Jesse Mr. and Mrs. Gregg Miller, Mrs.
prices are far less than you will imagine.
On last Friday evening, at the Walters to "Ralph Bream. The
Miller, chair- Beaman.
Mr. Waters is the only son of mittee; Rosemary
Myrtle Osborn, Mrs. Orville Jenkmarriage
was
performed
Sunday
Miss Lavenia Haynes, Miss ins, Jim Clanton. Lenton Clanton, home of Mrs. IL B. Taylor, North
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Waters man; Gladys Homra; general enterFifth street, the Young Peoples' morning at 9 o'clock by the Rev.
Chambers, Miss
Mary Mrs. J. F. Thompson.
of Murray, Ky., attended the tainment, Casner Carlisle, chair- Blohae
pastor's
Classes of the Memorial Baptist J. E. Skinner, at the
schools' there but was graduated man: Miss Dorothy Rowland. and Frank Holland, Miss Ann ChamMr. and Mrs. Edd Shackleford,
study. Attending were Miss Lois
from the Pine Bluff High SchooL Goodloe Sargent; dancing. C. T. bers. Miss Madelle Cathey. Miss Mrs. Bob Alexander, Mr. and Mrs. Church enjoyed a class party.'
Bridges
and
Ben
Detraz,
Murray
The evening was thoroughly enand Warren Ola R Beaman, Miss Louise Reed.
He is a member of the choir of the (Teetum) Winslow
Jack Clanton, Mrs. Mattie Smith, joyed with various contests, games, State College students.
First Methodist church and is a Grieger; program, ,Mrs. Sue Shel- Miss Celia Josephine Beaman, Miss
Mr.
and
Miller,
Mrs.
E.
Mrs.
J.
The
bride is the daughter of Mr.
readings, vocal and instrumental
well known young business man ton, chairman, Ruth Adams, and Mary Catherine Gardner, and Miss J. H. Jenkins, Mrs. T. W. Clanton,
and Mrs. J. E. Walters, Owensnumbers.
Chairmaos •Dorothy Nelle Beaman.
of this city now connected with Louise Quertermous.
Mr.
and
Brandon,
Mrs.
H.
0.
Max
Late in the evening partners boro and is a student at Murray
Those who sent gifts but were
these committees will appoint
the G. R. Kinney *ice store. '1 of
Brandon. Mrs. D. B. St. John.
were found by matching pictures State College where she is promother janior class members to aid unable to be present .were:
On their return from a wedding
St.
John,
Joan
Mrs.
Guy
Caldent in student activities and is
that had been cut into halva.
Mrs. John Luther Robertson,
in variOus phases of the party,---Mr. and Mrs. R. T. Cathay, and well, Miss Viva Caldwell, Mrs. Ila After which a delectable plate
Thompson,
Miss
thompson,
Pearl
was' served to 50 guests.
Mr. and Mrs. Nace Butterworth.
Mrs. Adolphus Cathey, Detroit,
Cletus Shipley, Mrs. Ben White,
Honored With Shower
Mrs. S. S. Smotherman.
Alpha Department To Meet At
Barton-Hughes
Mrs. Barber Clanton, Barbara
_A lovely kitchen shower was
Bishop Hope On Olive Street
Marriage Announced
Clantofi, Mrs. Grace C. Wilson, Ted
given at the home of Mrs. Jesse
Here is how Thedford's BlackMrs. C. A. Bishop, Miss MaryAnnouncement was made last Wilson, Miss Bettie Jenkins. Mrs.
Beaman of Highland Park, Mich.,
Draught proved helpful to Mr.
with Mee,Daisy Haynes assisting week end of the marriage of Miss Alice Jones, William 'Osborn, W. leona Bishop, Mrs. E. S. Diuguid
Archie W. Brown, of FM PPM
Jr., and Miss Bertie Manor will
1•1 have taken Black,Draught
her, in honor of Mrs. Adolphus Beatrice Barton to, Mr. Hilton C. Osborn.
when
boob felt dull beim wow
be hosts for the November meetHughes. _. The marriage was perCathey, a recent bride.
hurtiodb."he
ing of the Alpha Department -SatWhile the refreshments were formed''Thursday. Octobey _ 4, in Crisp-Houser Rites
mites. "Pnean- duns right after
urday afternoon at 2•30 o'clock.
Solemnized Sunday
being served. Miss Madelle Cathey Richmond, Indiana by the Rev.
mole rid nu or gooto and born
The Bishop home, on Olive street,
entertained with some beautiful Donald P. Rankin. They were atfeeling. I am a great believer in
Miss Clara Davis Crisp, daugh- will be opened for the occasion.
tended by Robert Williams.
selections on the piano.
Black
-Draught."
• ••••
TheJaride is the daughter of Mr. ter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Crisp,
Those present were:
Medford's ELACII-DIATJGUT
Old Postoffice Location
Houser,
Aubrey
and
son
Mr.
Murray, Ky.
of
Mrs. Joe Lovett had luncheon
Mrs. Marguerite Rodwin, Mrs. and. Mrs. J. A. Barton of Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Houser, both
Purely Vegetable Laxative
guests at her home on Saturday
Ohio. She is a graduate nurse re"CSILDLIPS LI SIM minor.
ss ceiving her diploma from ite of Calloway county, were united
.1:1/1-- /7: .
Mason Memorial Hospital Training in marriage Sunday morning at
Schoel in Jane. pf this year. Re- 9:30 o'clock lay Elder L. H. Pogue
home.
at
his
cently she has been employed at
Both
prominent
are
young
the Wabash Valley Sanitarium,
Lafayette, Ind. While in _Murray, people and have many friends
who ,congratulate them and wish
she won many friends.
•
The bridegroom is the so4 of them happiness.
Mr. and Mrs. ThOTI189 Hughes and
is one of Murray's most popular Music Department Meets
young men. He is a graduate of
The Music Department of the
Murray High School and of the
Womans Club met Tuesday evBowling Green Business Universening at the home of Miss Franity. ' Ho is now connected with
with Mrs. Walter
wish at this time to thank the many patrons who
ces Sexton
The Murray Lumber Co.
Boone, Miss Mildred Beale, and
have patronized kis from Calloway and adjoining counThey are at home to their many
CHOCOLATE
Lola Clayton Beale assistCREAM
ties, and cordially invite you to visit our new store, HOME-MADE LIKE
friends at the home, of Mr. and Miss
ing hosts.
Mrs. Thomas Hughes, North Fourc
which will be open SATURDAY, NOV. 24th., in the FUDGE,
DROPS,
I
The subject was "Music in
teenth Street ,
Allen Building, on the north side of the court square. Pound
Pound
Worship". Mrs. G. B. Scott was
• • • • '4'
leader.
Mrs. Dale's Circle
Beautiful sacred selections were
Special—LADIES' RAYON
LADIES' FULL FASHIONED HOSE
Meets
sung as follows.
HOSE
Negro Spirituals: "Swing Low
-Mrs. Dale's
Circle
of
the
Woman's Missionary Society will Sweet Chariot-, "Go Down Moses".
meet Tuesday afternoon at 2:30 at Chorus: Mrs. Walter Blackburn,
REAL ORANGE SLICES
Mrs. Joe Parker, Mrs. Gingles
the home of Mrs. J. D. Sexton.
SPECIAL TINWARE SALE
•••• •
Specialwindow)
our
(As in
Mrs. J. W. Osborn. Hazel
10c
Any pieceHonored On 80th Birthday
Mn, Bella Morgan of
143c
Sanford. Tean., said: "I
A number of relatives and
was in poor health for six
CHILDREN'S 5-8 HOSE
friends, gathered at the home of
years. I would have nerMrs. J. W. Osborn's son, W. C. Osvous, sleepless spells. From
SpecialBOYS' GOLF HOSE
the
first
dose
of
Dr.
born, where she makes her home,
Pierce's Favorite PrescripVery heavy
to celebrate the former's 80th_l_
tion my health began to
- narrow. "I tow/mist mrd
birthday, and it was a great surgained in weight and wan
prise, hownver, it didn't keep her
M.= the very picture of
Boxed ASSORTED CHOCOLATES.
health." All druggists.
from enjoying the day. She reMEN'S FIEAVY WINTER
New
she,
tablets
SO cts,, liquId $1.00. Large
ceived a number of nice gifts and -siae, tabs, or liessid.11-35.
"Ws Do Our Parc"

Hospital News

i018
I. EL 45
ales to
eels
ION
rid west
IC WATER
I OILS
Out
is

tiers
lach

Wallis, Miss Richel Hood, Mrs. A.
F 'Yancey.
Ave Maria—Shubert; lie Shall
Feed His Flock—Messiah, Miss
Clara Himmel-.
During the social hour a delicious salad plate was served.
Dunatioas For Wesley
Box Are Wanted

OoPy for this pace should be submitted not later than Tuesday
afternoon each week.

bluetit.
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C

Beauty.

Beauty

of

in

Tone

Design

"Full Feeling"
After Meals

MEN'S HATS
Cleaned and Blocked

65c

owns or oat* too

1 JOHNSON-FAIN MUSIC CO.

Ryan's I

SPACE
Many
Extra

Special

Values
for

Saturday
-RYAN Sôs Co.
Make Our Store Your Headquarters

•

H. A. MeELROY Co

Murray
• Kentucky

OUR NEW LOCATION:—Next Door to -1301-4Stubblefield Drug-- Store
ALLEN BUILDING
IWe
SPECIAL
SPECIAL

10

lot

Early Showing Christmas
Merchandise

15c Pair

Beautiful New Box
Stationery ..10c & 25c

NERVOUS,SLEEPLESS

Christmas Boxes Perfume
Complete line of Beautiful
Christmas Cards
Christmas Cord, &els,
Paper, etc.

each

15c pair

UNDERWEAR
Limited Quantity

.
T

.1110..41••••••••••(.11•4

peciat
Sunday Dinner

Complete line Christmas
Decorations

49c pair
LADIES' 100 Per Cent WOOL
SWEATERS

Hind's or Jergen's Lotion,
Large size
43c

98c each
LADIES' HOUSE SHOES

I

29c and 49c pair
You're Invited to Dine Dith Us
NEXT SUNDAY.. EVERY SUNDAY
.. ANY TIME

59c pair

Ladies' and Men's Boxed
Handkerchiefs
•

25c pair

-Our chefs are the best and the foods deftly prepared will please you to the utmost.

STATUARY NOVELTIES

and above all you'll-lind the charges more
reasonable than other eating
places serving the same
foods

BEAUTIFUL NEW BOUDOIR
LAMPS WITH SHADE

NATIONAL HOTEL

$1.25

New Toyland for Kiddies!

A New Fabric

10c and 25c each
$1.00 each
COMPLETE- ASSORTMENT OF
141.124.1.N.LMAiiA U....EN €k*EL.WARE,-YrNvA nr_
at Lowest Prices

Hand Painted Imported
China Plates, each .15c
Cups and Saucers,
set

lb.

10c pair

11b. 25c

Boxed MARCHINO CHERRIES •

1 lb. 29c
ATTRACTIVE WOOL GLOVES :
For Ladies', Misses and Children •

25c and 49c

LADIES' FABRIC GLOVES
Blacks and Browns

LADIES' RAYON GLOVES
You'll find that our service is unexcelled and you
will be delighted to dine in the pleasing atmosphere and surroundings of our dining room.

Ladies' Cape Kid
Gloves, pair

59c and 69c pair

MEN'S WORK GLOVES
10c to 49c pair
New Line of
BEAUTIFUL SALAD BOWLS
Large Size

25c each

\

NEW ASSORTED CIIINA
NOVELTIES
1.0c each

90c

SPECIAL PRICES MADE IN
QUANTITY BUYS TO
SCHOOLS, CHURCHES
Many More Exceptional Values,
Which Space Limits Us to
Mention

,GENUINE CUT CRYSTAL GLASS
WARE

5c and 10c apiece ,
NEW FABRAY OIL CLOTH
- First Quality

20c yard
jaiziala/E/
- - E/WIEINAO
-
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meeting et Williams
Concord Tops Almo; 4nteresting
Chapel with . a different preacher
Independents Victors each evening. Through which, we
The New Concord Redbirds deTested the Almo five on'the„,Ahno
Floor Friday night, 31-17, in a fast
scoring game. t. Lassifer held
the spotlight for the losing team
both on defensive and offensive
work and made 10 of the Almo
points.
The Almo Independents defeated
Independent team,
the visiting
Pleasant Valley, 26-15.' The Almo
team is made up of two of last
year's high'school stars, Joslin'and
Edwarifi.--arid- Three players of an
earlier date, Calhoun, Gilbert, and
Hurt: The team is managed by
Clifton Brown, Almo High instructor Joslin lead -the scoring as in
his high school efforts with a total
of: 11 tallies.
The . Ahno • Independents
working for-mi----outstanding five
and intend to fill- a full season's
schedule:- The- • - manager. Clifton
Brown., states that his team,has
several dates open which he wishes
to fill.

Purina Fed Pups
on Exhibition Here

CIASSIIILt
411YW1I1SINQ

believe, the church has been
more closely knit together. -and
greatly strengthened by the powerful and inspiring messages brought
MAN
WANTED-for
Rawleigh
by each speaker.
Next Lords day is our regular Route of 800 families. Good profpreaching day. Bible study begins its for hustlers. We train and
Write immediately.
at 1:30 and preaching at 2:30 P. help you.
Rawleigh Co, Dept. KYK-97-SA,
M.
N29p
•
We are expecting you and your Freeport, Ill.
friends to come, out and worship
PUBLIC
SALE-household
goods
the Lord with us.•
•
A cordial invitation is extended and farming implements; hay and
corn, at home of the late 011ie
to
COME!
Edward& hall nit& &eat of Beekushurg, Tuesday. Nov. 27, at 9
AM.
lip
HAZEL HIGH PLANS

el to

On exhibition this week by I. W.
Clopton & Co. at Wear Drug - Co.
are two pups that are attracting
special attention and comment
among local dog owners because
of their interesting family history
and the feeding method by which
they have been raised.
These pups were brought here
from Purina Experimental Kennels
at Gray Summit,,
..littissouri, the
largest dog feeding experimental
split in the ceunten. During Use
Oast ten years over 1,00 dogs-have
been used at these kennels in developing a ration which will supply everything dogs need. These
pups have been raised entirely on
this dry feed that comes-in checker form as'svere'their mother and

msaister

FIDDLERS

CONTEST WHY Grow
Gray
or dye?Preachers Hair Tonic eliminates
Hate High School will have a gray
hair, removes dandruff,
fiddler's contest Saturday night stops falling hair. For sale by
at, the -high school auditorium. -druggists and barbers.
-0
Sixteen numbers have been listed
TRADE-2-chair
for which one of the largest prize FOR SALE or
lists offered at such a contest in barber shop equipment, complete,
sometime has been arranged. The modern and nearly. new. See A.
tic
Contest Will begin at 7:15 and will L. Platt, Hazel, Ky.
feature E--9,-;131ealb in an opening
LOST FUR-somewhere about tke
-1-5 minutes of entertainment.
college or auditorium while 'attending Conference Sunday, Nov.
WILLIAMS CHAPEL CHURCH
18; a Childs Mink
Neck Fur.
OF CHRIST
with the name of Lepper Roose,
St Louis, Mo. on same. Finder
We have just closed a very
will plea.4 return-to the Ledger
An old time Fiddlers' Contest &Times office, or Notify A. G.
will be given at Benton Thanks- Baldriclge, Fulton, Ky., for reWINTER WINDS
giving night for the benefit of the ward
-BRING WINTER ILLS . Kentucky Children's Home, Lyndon, Ky. All the "prizes and other FOR RSNT-45-acre farm on main
Mt wet and cold from sludgy
local expenses are being donated highway. Money rent. See Bradets.;in. the- morning, sore
throats, colds. congestion.
A
and the gross proceeds will go to ford Hale at Graham & Jackson
Store.
thick poultice of Cross Salve on
ltp
the orphans.
a soft cloth, applied to the
established
custom . was
This
throat or chest quickly peneFOR SALE-ShetLsnd pony, gentle
many years ago by Judge H. H. and ideal for children. 4 years old.
trates to the inflamed tissues,
brings restful' ease and safety.
Rayburn When he was previous- Call 81 or lee C. P. Poole.
tf
Used for mole than a generaly county judge of Marshall countion. its Powerful germicidal and
year
this
re-established
and
ty
BROOMS-We Make yoUr brooms
penetrating power accounts for
its 'success on the most neglect- when Judge Rayburn again took on shares or 15c per broom.
ed a n d seriously congested
native
Rayburn
is
a
office. 'Judge
Square Deal Broom Shop, Main
, cases.; 30c & 50c at all dealers. of Calloway county.
St. at Railroad Crossing.
at
'7
D13p
The contest will begin
o'clock and will be "held in the FOR LEASE-Miller store building next to
Bank of Murray.
Benton high school auditorium
Calloway county has had asany -Possession Jan. 1, 1995. T. A.
Phone
..brine and Miller, Paducah, Ky.
children received in the.
D13p
has several there now. Admission 2592.
eve.
will be 35c for adults and 25c for
FOR RENT-a desirable _3-room
children_
apartment. furtristred. hot and
cold water and all modern conveniences. Eunice K Oury. ltp

Fiddlers' Contest
for Orphans Benefit

W:H. Coke To
Speak to Farmers
•

Concord Fives Will
MeerFaxon Friday

Saturday Sp_fcials

3 Lbs. Bulk Raisins
lic
Best Bulk Lard, lb.
1234e
50-Lb. Can Pare Lard
6 Texas Grape Fruits
tie
Llbby's No. 2 Kraut
_ lie
2.5 Lb. Box California Peaches $2.50
sr 19c.
2 Lb. Box Cocoa
100 Lbs. Ohio River Salt
Nic
15 Oz, San Maid Raisins ____, lec
2 Lb. Box Crackers
lge
10 Lbs. Fresh Cabbage
lie
9 Lbs. Best Cane Sugar
$8c
5 Packages Toastes or Corn
Flakes
lk
Black Pepper.
-_25e.__
2 Boxes Chief Oats
150
100 Lb. Bag Potatoes, at
Grocery
1L1111
8 Lbs. White Jaw Meat
$1.00
Nice Lettace. head
Sc
Quart Wesson Oil
40c
1 Doz. Nice Florida Oranges _ 25c
Want To Buy Rice Peas

Robt. Swann

STOCK

FOR SALE-7 shoats. weigh about
iistr-erick-See 'nett McClure,
R. 7. 5 miles south of Murray. ltp

se

$20.75 COATS to go at
$10.75
$16.75 COATS to go at
$6.75
$9.95 COATS to go at'
$4.75
$2.95 LADIES' HATS to go at
$1.39
$1.00 anti/04.95 LADIES. HATS at 69c
SILK DRESSES from $6.75 to $7.75,
..to go at
$2.95 to $3.95
- SWAGGER -SU ITS, Ird6.7-5-values to go at
$6.95
You can ISuy arms full of HOUSE
DRESSES, good styles at .39c to 49c

A Davies; county farmer cut 55
bales of korean lespedcza from -a
10-acre clay soil field.

FHIST BAPTIST CHURCH

Subject. Thanks for the Prophets.
Leader: Mary Jackson.
Sung-212.
Prayer.
What Is a Prophet?-Mary Jackson.
Discussion on the Insight of
Jesus-W. A. Palmer.
Talk on the Prophet MosesHomer IL,Pece.
Song.
fiteering - Paul
PatriotismCarson.
Isaiah-Christine Jones.
Jeremiah-Geraldine Hurt.
Do We Have Prophets Today?Reva P. Farless.
Song.
Benediction.

We take =this method of thanking our many friends for their
kindness and tender care durini
the illness and death of our Msband, father, and grandfather. We
want to thank Dr. Houston and
Dr. 4aneS 'for their untiring efforts to ,restose his health; we
thank the men of God, Rev. J. E.
Skinner, Rev. C. L Skinner and
Rev. J. H. Thurman who brought
the consoling words to the family
and friends. May God bless and
comfort you in your sad hours as
he has us.-Mrs. R. B. Lassiter and
children.

Announcements for Sunday, Nov.
25, and the week following
School
Sunday
Standard
A
meets at 9:30 A. M., with classes
for all ages and grades. Br. H. M.
McElrath, superintendent.
Morning Worship at 11 A. M.,
with preaching by the pastor on
"What Christ Means To Me".
Union
The Baptist Training
meets et 6:30 P. M. for Training
In Church Membership for Juniors,
Intermediate and
Senior young
'FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
people, R. W. Churchill. director,
Evening Worship at 7:30 P. M.
Promptly at 9:25 o'clock next Subject: "What the Bible Reveals
Sunday morning. 21 young ladies To Me."
will give a Thanksgiving pageant The Woman's Missionary Society

- Boys'

UNION SUITS
Warm, heavy cotton unAll
ions worth 59c.
sleeve and leg lengths.

WoyinFlreavy
-Stisneinier
Back

OVERALLS
4 to 16 sizes. Durable
blue denim Overalls
extra well sewed, all
full cut. 69c values.

STABLE

All my friends are invited to
come in and see me and to
bring me a share of their
work

C. C. DUKE, ASSIGNEE

EXPERT WORKLOW PRICES
, •

J. W. CLOPTON
& COMPANY

J.C.-BEAMAN

Highest Market Price Paid
For Produce
-

CHICKENS AND EGGS
Highest

Market Price for
WOOL

S. G. BOGGESS
WEST HIGHWAY-Just west of
Marra. at West End Filling Station

11klieney Knit

BLOOMERS
Just what the

kiddies

need these cold days.
They're warm, snug-fitting and good weight.
10c Pair

FOOTWEAR

Oxfords, Ties, Pumps or Straps in black
and brown. Not all sizes in each style,
.but plenty to select from.
Pair

troduction. Medium or
low heels. All sizesPAIR-

$1 98

98c

Pan's Fashions in

NEW FALL MILLINERY
-, We cleaned
of finer hats
hat
styles. The best fashions of the season
are here at an insignificant
$Cl
price

1.00

Women's Wool and
Angora

DRESSES
A choice selection of nice,
new %inter dresses. Can be
worn on any occasion. No two
alike and each one styled to
the minute. ,

$1.98

SILK FLAT CREPES
Rich qualities in the most wanted fall
and winter colors. These silks are free
from rayon mixtures and you can make
your own dress at a big saving
now. Yard

4t3c

BOOTS
Water and snow

I

This well known make
of Galoshes need no in-

Dress Length of 40 Inch

Boys' $2.25 Hi-Cut

repelWomen's to $16.50 Sport and

Fur-Trim

COATS
Shop

Men's 15c Canvas

WORK GLOVES
tkirraly Work Gloves. Have
;nag num, knit wrist. Ifie

54-inch Wtxtl,

SUITINGS
For

lant, double layer soles.
All leather uppers, j4
inch. Sizes 13 1-2 to 9.

and compare-you'll learn
what
we already know-there are no
coat
values like them within a thousand miles
. . . Choice of tweeds or tree bark materials, in new length styles, either tailored or fur trimmed

styles.

your own
suits. Choice of

making

coats or
wool tweeds, crepes or
suiting patterns. Full

54 inches wideYard

2-Pound

Package

prints,

Gray and Brown mixtures,
in extra. weight satires.
pair

80

98c

Quilt Bundles
ofsize piecesGeneroi
cretonnes, broad

Men's 13c Cotton

WORK SOX

Band

GALOSHES
One Lot Women's $3.50

All sizes, pair

A Purina Dog Book!

NOTI6E!.
For Highest Market Prices
Bring Your

WOmenrs Ball

NOW

up hundreds
from a well known designer of smart

Years Experience As
a BlackSmith and Horse
Shoer

MASON

via Wyman-

LINOLEUM RUGS

"Thirty

With every. 25-lb purAnnounets the Opening of a chase of Purina Dog
Chow, we will give
New Blacksmith Shop
FREE
_OPPOSITE JAIL IN OLD_

committee 8re7 W. P. Burnette.
chairman, Ralph Rogers, and Fla-

Conventional tile and colorful floral designs. Have heavy felt base, enameled
surface and worth $4.95

$1.59

J. C. BEAMAN

the arrangement committee are:
John Cosby, 0. C. Wells, Kendred
Winston, and Malcom Henly.
.A program coMmittea was - appointed for the year. Those on the

KIRKSEY LEAGUE PROGRAM
FOR NOVEMBER 25

$1.49
MEN'S WORK SHOES •
'
S, pr. „ $2.98
Men's field-style Hi-Cut BOOT
Men's $1.49 WORK PANTS,
95c
Special price
Men's "Four Horsemen" Blue Chambray
48c
WORK SHIRTS

48`

$2.45

huskies on his South
Pole Trip. Everyone
has heard his Saturday night
broadcasts praising the
health and vigor of those
husky brutes. .6ive yew
dog the advantage of this
healthful food.

Plans for a party Saturday. November 24, were made by the
Chemistry Club in its regular ,
meeting November 19. Those on
•

to

9:12 Foot

Have wide, sheep pelt
collar and inside lining.
Black DuPont Leatherette outside fabric, rain
and wind-proof.

FOR A YEAR Purina

Plans Party

SUPER SPECIALS

Winter

COATS

Dog Chow has been
the-food of Byrd's 150

Making constant scoring threats,
Coach Miller's Murray Suite College Freshmen * were unable to
gain but a scoreless tie against
Freed-Hardeman College at Hendemon. Tenn, Friday, November
le' Conquerors of Larnbuth, the
Tennesseans never seriously threatened Murray.

Friday, Saturday, Fourth Monday

Lined

-

Frosh Play Tie

SUPER VALUE
DAYS!!

Boys' $3.50 Sheep

LOST-5 large. black, ladies pocketbook either in front of the W
J. Caplinger home or Murray
High SchooL Return to Dr:- W.
H. Graves at home or office. ltp
WANTED-girl with good references to care for 7-year-old child
from 8 A. K. to 5 P. M. Apply
510 Olive St. after 5 P. B.
ltc

meets Tuesday at 210 P. M., Mrs.
W. T. Sledd, president.
The Deacons will meet in regular monthly
meeting Tuesday
night at 7 o'clock in the pattor's
home. Dr. W. H. Graves, chairman.
Mid-week Prayer Meeting Wednesday night at 7 o'clock, followed by the Weekly Teachers meets
ing.
T1* Usual Thanksgiving Service
will be held at the church Thuritday morning at 6 o'clock, with
special invitation _to the entire
community to attend and give
testimony thereby to our gratitude
Alrnighty God tor His -Blessings.
A cordial invitation is extended
to all to attend all these services-Worship and Pray."
J. E. Skinner, Pastor

Next Best Grade.. 49c

DRIVING to California, new car.
Want two paesengers. reasonable.
Inquire Ledger & Times.
ltp

EVERYTHING MUST GO,FROM
"SOUP TO NUTS"

Card of Thanks

in the opening service of our Sunda* school. Let's give them our
our presence
encouragement by
and appreciation. We should have
at lea* 300_present at 9:25 tb nnjoy thlt-Atesint. Our superintendent, W. Z. carter, and the
teachers are anxious to see our
school grow in numbers') and service, Let's give them our hearty
co-operation. Bring one or more
new members next Sunday.
Pastor w)11 preach at 10:45 A.
M. and 7:00 P. M. : Next Sunday
marks...the...clam...of tan --yeam he
has served in this pastorate. A
large attendance of the members
and friends of the church will be
appreciated.
Christian Endeavor at 6:15 P. M.
All young people invited.
Prayer meeting Wednesday night
at 7:00 o'clock.
"ALL ALWAYS WELCOME".
Motley, Pastor

39`

Joe Irvan, Manager

Eula Hood _Pearson

Fuftell, Mrs. T. O. Hughes, Mrs.
Wavei Boggess, Mrs. Edd' Walker,
Mrs. Oatman Grogram., Mr. and
Mrs. William
Garland, Misses
Ruby and Evelyn Tabers, Neva
Fay Garland, Billie Fay Charlton,
Alberta Garland, Newt Russell,
Ed Ward
Cook, Ray
Rushing.
Stanley Nanny, and Alton Garland.
Muse everyone is back in school.
James Nanny is absent on account of being ill_

With two victories tucked under
Their belts. the Concord basketeers
will endeavor to add
another
when Faxon invades ConcOrd on
Friday night. November 23.
FOR RENT-very desirable counThree games will be played on
try home, clone in for town resi- the Concord floor. The varsity
dent, 3 miles West of Murray, and "B" teams of Faxon and Connear highway. :Will paper and cord and the Concord Independdecorate to suit renter. Pasture ents will engage a quintet from
and good farm land in eennec-5 Pine Bluff.
tion if desired. ALSO-business
The 'Concord boys are reLlOrtled
house
across from
Ledger & small but seem to have the difTimel-ample floor space for ga- ference in speed and accuracy,
rage or
large -- business. Call
60.
Dec

Buy - Wise
Store

Few More Days to Close Out the

Everyone is happy over the victory ow boys won Friday night
when ,our quintet defeated the
Faxon boys.
Those visiting our school in the
•
last two
weeks are: Mrs. Vixen

The ration on which the dons en
display were raised is a complete
feed developed in Purina's own experimental kennels and made of
ingredients carefully proportioned
and blended together 'arid premed
into two convenient sizes, a small
size for puppies and:,:ainall dogs
and a large sizeloi larger animals.
The ingredients are meat, milk.
codliver oil, and cereals. By a
special cooking and malt process
the raw starches of the ration are
broken, down and made ready for
the. dog's digestive system.
The food has proven so perfect
a riation, says Mr. Cluaton, that
as many as seven generations of
animals have been raised on it at
the Purina Kennels, the dogs getting no other feed during that
time. One Llewellyn setter brood
matron on this diet has whelped
71 pups in five years and three
months. Of this number she raised
all but two to weaning rige.
Anyone
desiring
information
about the feed is invited to come
to the store where the dogs and
the feed are on display.
•

men and
IA groUP of farm
women met Saturday of last week
and laid plans for in Faini.Bureau
county. Arrangein L:alloway
ments have been made for a splento farmers
did speaker to
of Calloway on fourth Monday at
-1:00 O'clock P. M. Mr. W. H.
Coke, president of Todd county
farm bureau, is a splendid speaker We HAVE some buyers for choice
and ..can tell us some of the possi- farms in Calloway Co': If you
Ignition-1g a Farm, Bureau.
desire to see," come in and talk
6
"
1 Mn coma is holding over with us. Finney and Hays. First
"1
4
until next week and Mr Coke Nat'l. Bank Bldg.
ltp
will speak in the basement of
HAVE
YOUR
Sewing
Machine rethe .Methodist church_ Come and
paired
by an
expert. Prices
hear him.
reasonable and work guaranteed.
Have a few second hand -machines. Lennis C. Robinson, 509
FRIENDSHIP CHURCH OF
N. 4th. St. Phone 129-W.
CHRIST
ltp
Overalls, Sweaters, Pants,
Overcoats,
Shirts,
Suits,
LOST-heavy
duty
Green
Truck
Next Lord's Day,' November 25,
Gloves, Hose, anything you
Finder please return it to
is *lir regular preaching day. Bible Jack.
need!
study begins at10:00 A. M. We me and receive reward. -Also
BARGAINS IN OUTING
have splendid teachers for all ages. will buy walnuts and hickory
Monday.
AND PIECE GOODS
Many have said that we are hav- nuts, in Murray 4th
ing' the most interesting Bible Herbert McCuistort. Kirksey. ltp
•
study of many Oar!.'ATTENTION
FARMERS- Don't
L H. Pogue, regular minister. forget there is a Singer Sewing
We Machine Store in Murray. and
will preach' at 11:00 A K
Many you can now have a new Singer
aid expecting you to come
times the weather gets so cold without worrying about the cash
we cannot go to church. But how or monthly payments. You can
many timers does it get so cold pay for it in three crops or 30
that we cannot go to twin on months. Singers are now selling
Fourth Monday? Let us remember for less money than they ever
Basement Under -Graham &
this each Lord's day morning. The have.. Get yours before they go
Jackson's Store
Saviour said. "seek ye first the up. See Lennis C. Robinson at
FOLLOW THE CROWDS kingdom of God".
509 North
4th. St., or
call
TO THIS SALE!
A cordial invitation is extended l29-W.
ltp
to all, Cove.
Ask Your Neighbors
K Pogue, Minister WE HAVE some Bargains in business property in Murray. Finney
and Hays.
First Natl. Bank
ltp

FOLKS...
We are broken out
with bargains in an
kinds of-clothing!.
and if you want to save
money,--cerne see
what we have!
Shoes
25c up
Ladies' and Children's
Coats
98c up
Ladies' Coat Suits.
98c up

Russell's Chapel
. -

ERMAN BROS.

4r,
KNOWN FOR BETTER VALUES

ae-4Welle•a-

:',101160W611111100410Arezigg.-I.

in:Shaer.

_

cloths and other
ful materials for

making.

35'

need-.

quilt.

•

•

ienra• s

4.•

. or
•••

--Cie •

threats,
ite Colable to
against
at Henovember
ith. the
, threat-

MY, Noby the
regular
hose on
•
.ee are
Kendred

11.

OHM'ap-

on the
Itinsette,
fld Fla-

e

Prices
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Buy Christmas Seals

OCAL

a

SEASON'S GREETINGS
1934

souri'stronghold where Murray has
secured a number of her outstanding gridmen. Among former gridmen were: Howard Allen. Naafis
ville; Hugh May and Jim Miller,
Dock
Seigier, "Peg"
Mayhew.
Harold Byrd, Jess Haynes. Boyd
Norman, Phillip Waggoner.
Stanley McDougal has returned
from Houston, Texas, where he
visited his son, Terry McDougal
and Mrs. McDougal and other relatives in Liverpool.
Mrs. Hillard Rogers, Mrs. Leon
Smith, Mrs. J. W. Farley and
Ruby Farley Were visitors in Paducah last Friday.

ing

•

Radio & Refrigerator
Sekice

1

three being triplets who aroused
"such interest in the graduating
class at the high school last spring.
Mr. Swift was for years a successful pastor whose reports in
the work of the church stood at
Recent reports, from Danville
the top in every charge he served. Hip School tell us that our be-Jacksonville, Tenn. Sun loved former principal, T. A. Sanford, is well established in his...tier
The Rev. Swift attended the school. In the short, tune that he
Murray Institute when Prof. G R. has been there he has instituted a
splendid financial program for the
Tinnop was in charge.
-school and has made quite an advancement In their "plan of publications. At Danville they heretofore had published a -paper only
Mr. and Mrs. Walton Warren about five times a year, giving
have moved to the Toy Mathis more time to the annual. They
residence,
will hay,e, according to Mr. SanWe sure are having some fine ford's plea, all their papers bound
weather. Cotton picking is about at the end of the year, thus having
over and just think for a min- an annual made up of air the.
ute how
we, the farmers, are year's memories.
treated. We pay taxes on our
For seven years Mr. Sanford deland, buy fertilizer to put under voted himself loyally to our school.
our cotton, buy the cotton seed, Evidence of the many things that
feed our teams, do our work, car- he has done for Murray fiigh
ry our cotton to the gin, get one- School will not be soon forgotten.
half of price and a due bill for We wish him much success and
the rest. Now due bills are no happiness in his new home, and
good after October 30. Means we we know that he will soon be
have got all we will ever get on treasured in the hearts of the Danthe crop. Farmers, I don't believe ville High students as he is in the
its law to take half of what is hearts of the Murray High stujustly ours. But we, the sun bak- dents.
Mr. Sanford
graduated front
ed, half starved, • and, two-thirds
naked farmers just humbly walk Centre College in the class of
1922.
While he was attending
up loQkiing. as if mother or father
Centre be excelled in scholarship.
Theo. A. Sanford
one was at the point of death,
He was editor in his junior year
take what they hand out to us,
of the anntial and editor of the was vice-president of the Little
walk off with the promise of the Cento in his
senior year. He was Sixteen Atheltic Conference:- one
other half in a few days. Now also very active in other
extra- of the model conferences of the
farmers we have lived on promises curricular
activities. lie is a south. He, has been principal -of
'till we're almost too weak to member of the Sigma Alpha Epsi- the Murray high school since 1926.
trot. Are we just going to work lon fraternity, and was the first
Mr. Sanford has membership on
our heads off, stand and see the president of Omicron Delta
Kap- one of the committees of the state
"big man" take it. Here comes pa when that honorary fraternity curriculum study, and is vicethe worst of all-when cold weath- was installed on the Centre cam- president of the Kentucky Associer gets here and you are driven pus.
ation of Secondary School Princiin with a Sundt of bare-footed,
In 1924 he was assistant coach pals. ,He has done graduate work
naked, half starved little fellows at Murray State College and dur- in Columbia University and the
asking papa and mama about shoes, ing the four' succeeding years he University of Kentucky, having
Clothes and something to eat to- was varsity coach at Murray High received his M. A. degree_from the
morrow„ will these' promises (due, School. 'When, he° left Murray he latter institution. •
bilisn.feed and clothe them? No!
Not one penny can we get on
the camp as Camp Murray is one
them. But still what these due
bills call for is justly ours. Now
of the outstanding camps of the
here comes, school laws forcing all
area in athletic prowess.
children under 16 years to attend
The season's standing is one of
The South
Howard baseball
school.
the best with 20 wins in 28 games
team
won
the
closing
game
of
iti
Will the state feed and clothe
losing six and tieing two, one of
them? No! They are taking it season this year with a 4-3 win which was a 17 inning affair endaway from them when they are over the Camp Murray nine at ing 1 and 1. They have rung up
taking half what we make. What
South Howard last Saturday. Sims 183 runs against 120 for opposing
are we going to do? Sit herd and on the
mound for South Howard teams. Staying with the team
starve to death? Now we have did
not allow a hit until the eighth throughout the season were L.
about gone our limit, it is time
when three hits and -a walk allow- Brown, T. Clark and E. Erwin.
for us to stahd for our rights. ed the
S. A. Webb, manager,_ has exthree runs. Hisnday's work
Farmers get your eyes open, roll
totaled three hits, three walks and
up your sleeves and stand for your eight
strikeouts. M. _Cunningham,
rights. gight is right, and does of the
camp, allowed eight hits,
not wrong any one. I don't fall out four
walki and 11 strikeouts. F.
with school laws. I know all chil- Clark led
the hitting for the How- Overtaxed by
dren should attend school I would ard nine
ispeaking,singwith three singles out of
stork lay finger ends off to keep four
smoking
efforts.. The South Howard ing,
children in school, but what aie
are proud-of their win over
OA is work if -you just let' Ihd
"big man" gobble up our money
acid if farmers are like all I know,
we, are all up against a - proposition_

T. A. Sanford, Former Principal,
Leads Activities at Danville

al% and Mrs. Cycle Young, entitle last week and attended the
Chattanooga, • Tenn., Mrs. Paul M. E. conference.
Johnson, Paducah, al:. and Mrs.
Pat G. Morris of Chicago spent
John Pave. St. Louis, Mr. and Sunday with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. B.
Cathey., and Mr. and Mrs..Tom Morris.
Mrs. Nam Butterworth, visited Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Finis Outland of
Mrs.
R. T. Cathey Sunday.
and
Detroit are spending a few weeks
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Houston, with Mr. and Mrs. R. T. Parker
Oneida, Tenn., spent the week end and other relatives.
with Ma. Huustun's parents, Mr.
Dr. F. E. Crawford, Dentist, First
and Mrs. J. K Houston here and Nat'l. Bank Bldg. TeL 192-W. ti
Economics Class Of Coldwater
Mrs. Houston's relatives in MayHolds Meet
Conn Linn Humphreys has refield. Mr. Houston is a foreman turned to Murray after
playing
On Tuesday afternoon, Novemwith the C. C. C. Carnp,at Onedia. with the Jack Cole orchestra for
ber 20, the home economics class
Mr. and Mrs 0. J. Jennings are several months.
The orchestra
cam:clot_ to leave this week for was recently located in Dallas, Paducah, spent Sunday with the in Coldwater district met with
Mrs. Tom Cochran.
CalifOistia
oend the winter. Texas.
Merrs. Patterson's mother, Mrs.
Mrs. Mae Harris gave a very imMr. Jennings went to the W. 0.
Betty
Patterson.
Many from Murray attended the
W. Neepltal, San Antonio. Texas,
Miss Bernadyne Slaton, Padu- portant, lesson on papering, curplay "Green Pastures" at Paducah
tains curtain material.
for an examination while Mrs.
Tuesday evening. Among those cah, Wes the week end guest of
Jennings visited
bur daughter, attending were:
At the end of the lemon Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. R. Miss Elizabeth Randolph.
Mrs. C. B. Porter. and tarsiiY, in R. Miloan, Mrs. B. B. Keys,
underwent an Cochran served fruit.
Rex Diuguid
Mrs.
memphis for two weeks.
Those present were:
W. H. Mason, Miss Patricia Mason, operation for the removal of his
Miss
Mildred
McConnell re- Mrs. R. M. Mason
Mason Memorial
Mrs. 011ie Snow, Mrs. Allen
and daughter, tonsils at the
turned Saturday frost Washing- Miss
Pege, and daughter, Manon, Mrs.
Marilyn, Mrs, C. A. Bishop, Hospital Monday.
tun. D. C.. where aim has been
Marion McCarthy, representa- Jim Jones, Mrs. Will Sledd, Mrs.
Miss Erie Keys, Miss flee Keys,
visiting her sister, hiris Alma McDr. and Mrs. J. W. Carr, Mrs. tive frOm'Webster County, was in Ben Cobham, Mrs. Era Slaughter,
ConneIL since June 30. She is Cleo
Gillis Hester and son Bob- attendance at the Murray:Western and daughter, Versa, Mts. N" N.
spending this week with her sis-,
bie.' Mrs. Willie Linn„ Mrs. Clif- game Saturday. McCarthy is a Pendergrass and daughter, Wanda
ter at Patiucah.
ford Melugin and Miss Jane Me- graduate of the college and visited Lou, Mrs. Henri Black, Mrs. Jesse
U. D. C's will have Market at
Stone, Mrs. Earl Adams, Mrs. Carl
;ugh', Miss Evelyn Linn, Mrs. his many friends here.
Johnson's Music Store Wednesday
George Hart Miss Roberta WhitPhotographic Greeting Cards- Christenberry and daughter, Elsie
Morning, November rtith.
nab, Mr. and Mrs. If I. Sledd, Dr. the greeting with that individual, Lee.
A mariragc license was issued
and Mrs. E. D. Houston, Mrs.„ Hugh personal tends. Love's Studio.
Mrs. Fred Kirkland and children,
last Saturday to Ralph Brame, Houston, Mr. and
Mrs. T. Sledd
Mat- Martha Sue, Evelyn Lou, Nina
teacher
Pat
Blalock,
Murray, and Jo Nell Walters, Jr., Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Broach, thews, Mo., attended the Murray Jean, Mrs. Will Darnell, Mrs.
ClWansboro.
Miss Temaie Breckinridge, Miss Western game Saturday. Pat is a Cloys Lawrence, Mrs. Herman
Sirs. Dan Hart and Mrs. Mike Mary Margaret Holland.
graduate of the College and a Darnell, Hilda Bazzell, Arvena
Farmer have returned from NashMrs. Myers Beauty Shop gives countian from the Concord sec- Hargrove, Carlene and Willie Mae
ville where they made purchases those lovely new
Pullen, Mrs. Mae Harris, Mrs. Tom
Frederics Vitron tion.
for their store here.
CrequIgnele Permanents. Tel. 314.
Bobby Jean Dunn, son of Mr. Cochran and daughter, Bettie Jia
Mrs. R A. Myers and Mrs. Kate
The next meeting will be held
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Hood and and Mrs. Jake Dunn, is improving
McLean were in Memphis the first daughter, Barbara Ann,
with Mrs. Carl Christenberry.
are visit- from an illness of pneumonia.
of the week where they attended
Murray. Mr. and Mrs. Hood
• • • • •
Golen Hayes. Morganfield, spent
a demonstration on permanent are located in
Columbus, Ky.
the week end with his parents, Entre Noes Club Meets
waving. They were accompanied,
' T. A. Miller, Padueiti: was a Me and Mrs. W. C: Hayes and atMrs. Nat Ryan Jr., was at home
by Boyd Myers.
business. iiitor in. the city Monday. tended the Murray-Western game.
to the Entre Nous Club WednesN. A. Pate., prominent farmer
Atty. Nat Ryan Hughes was able
Mr. and 'Mrs. S. N., Creagan,
of the West side, is quite ill of an to be out Thursday after a several Benton. were the guests of Mr. day afternoon.
Needlework and
infected hand.
conversation
days illness of bronchitis.
and Mrs. 'Ray Maddox during the
were enjoyed. A salad course was
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Shipley are
Miss Eunice Oury, North Fourth M. E. Conference last week.
served.
the parents of a fine 8 pound bov,_
t street, has improved and redecoWe will reclean pan-caught or 'Those present were:
born at their home last Friday, rated her home, adding greatly to
thresher run Itespedesa seed, ElecMrs. Hall Hood, Mrs. Geo, McNovember 16. He has been named appearance and convenience.
tric Driven Recelaner. IValdrop Larin, Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Marvin
Charles Hal.
U. D. C.'s Will have Market at Bros., Murray,
Ky.
Fulton, Mrs. E. S. Diuguid Jr.,
Mrs. Fulton Young of Jackson, Johnson's Musk Store Wednesday
Miss., arrived last week for a morning, November 28th.
A marriage license was issued Mrs. Harry Sledd,. Mrs. Wells PurShort stay with her father, A. G.
Mr. and Mrs. Otho Ward, who Saturday to E. D. Winchester, 18, dom, Mrs. Jack Farmer, Mrs. A.
Csigegingham, and sister. Mrs. Eu- have been making their home In and Maud Parker, 14, both of,the F. Yancey, Mrs. FP T. Waldrop,
gene Shipley
Lexington, Ky., for the past several_ county. The bride is the daugh- Mrs. Karl Frazee, Mrs. Joe ParDuel Houston motored to Los month where Mr. nrara_u a _ memlter of .Mr. and Mrs. Tam Parker ker, Mrs. Marvin Whitnell,
Angeles. Calif for the Anderson her of the staff of Eaktern State and the bridegroom is the son of Clifford Melugin, Mrs. B. 0.
Langston.
Motor Co. and is considering lo- Hospital, will leave December 5 Mr. and Mira. W. B. Winchester.
• e• •
cating there.
for a three weeks vacation in ---A marriage license was issued
irld friends Jelorada a guest, of Dr. and Idm. Satus_day to Aubrey Houser, 21, Delightful Day Spent
CkrWass
By Euselian Class
- Edward Davenport, Dr. Daven- Kirksey, and Clara Davis Crisp,
will appreciate your portrait,
because iii. you. • Love's - Studio. port is superintendent
of' the 18, Kirksey. THe bride is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas' Mrs. Penn Roberts opened her
George Upchurch; W. S.- Swann, hospital
Crisp and the bridegroom is the home on West Olive to the EuzeJ. W. Outland, Toy Farmer, Fire%
Ilan Class for an all day quilting
Outland and J. K. Former attend- will solve many of yew gift prob- son of Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Houser.
E: Sawyer-'and Mrs. P. on Wednesday.
Mrs.
ed
• meeting 'of the Inhaecct
Leve's studio.
At the noon hour a delicithis
boats:is of trade of the Western
Mrs. Harry Jenkins was in Nash- D. Jones, Milan. Tenn., visited
district at Mayfield Monday after- ville this week buying new mer- Mrs. H. E. Jenkins last Thursday. luncheon was served cafaterian
style.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Gardner and
noon.
•
thandise for the Regal ShOppe.
There Were 32 members present.
Mrs. J. C. Reavis of Paducah
Miss Mary Virginia Diuguid lea daughter, Bardwell, •visited their Five visitors, houseguests of Mrs.
visited her sister, Mrs. Emma Val- Sunday morning for Washington. parents and attended the MurrayRoberts, who were included were
•
D. C., where she will be the house Western game last week end.
Mrs. Charles Goekel, Mrs. Ray ••••••••••••••••••
guest of her aunt, Mrs. Walter a complete line of MOW. Rubinoff Montgomery, Mrs. Connie Allcock.
Cosmetics. Cell for a free analysis
Taylor, for a few weeks.
Mrs. 0. R. Kidd, and Mrs. Frank
patient at the Mason Memorial and demonstration. Tel. 314.
Moller all of Paducah.
Waggoner
has
been
Mrs.
J.
N.
Hospital for a few days the past
AT RILEY RADIO CO. EVERY week.
dismissed from the ,Mason Mem--Ws.uNESISAY
Mr.
W. Wear. -Wickliffe, and orial HattaitaI - following a major
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Filbeck spent operation.
-puola 107Luther Robertson and Foreman
the week end here with Mr. Wear's
brother, H. P. Wear, and family Graham left this morning on a
W.
and Mr. and Mrs. Edd Filbeck. business trip to St. Louis.
A marriage license was issued
Mr. Wear is the editor and pubAnnouncement is baling made
DIAGNOSTRIC1AN
usher of the Ballard Yeoman and Saturday to Paul Bogard, Murray, today that the Rev. W. A. Swift
Eva
Stubblefield,
Murray.
The
and
resided in Murray many years ago.
of this city, for the past several
They attended the Murray-Western bride is the daughter of Mr. and years a member of the Tennessee
Mrs.
Dave
Stubblefield
and
the
game.
Annual Conference of the MethLady Assistant
To whom it may concern: I have bridegroom is the son of Mr. and odist Episcopal _Church, South, is
Dave
Bogard.
Ambulance
Service
this day set my son. Bennie Killer, Mrs.
Miss Charley Ruth Hughes visit- now a member of the Memphis
free to transact business as of
Conference, the transfer having
-Call Day or Nitelegal age, this Nov. 1, 1934.--Geo. ed Mr. and Mrs. Noble Conner, just been completed. Rev. Mr.
Paducah, last week. Miss Hughes
C. Miller.
N22p
TELEPHONE 25
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Swift was born and reared in the
Herman Broach, who is employbounds of the Memphis Conference
Hughes.
Charley
ed in the county agent's office at
Mrs. H. E. Jenkins was in Nash- and in transferring back to the
BUSSES LEAVE MURRAY. TO- Russellville. spent the week end
conference is coming home.
Paducah: A. M.. 11 A. M.; 5 P. M. at home and attended the Murray- ville hail- Fraley and Saturday
Rev. Swift is a native of Callo- eilbese•••••••••••••••••••••••
where she made' purchases for her
Y. 51., Western game.
Hopkinsville: 745 A. M.;
way and after beng admitted to
dress
shop,
the
Regal
Shoppee.
M.
7:30 P.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lee WaterMrs. B. B. Keys received a pain- the Memphis Conference transDawson Springs: 7:45 A. M.; 2 P. M. field, Clinton, are the parents of
ful and dangerous injury to her ferred to the Little Rock, Ark.,
M.
A.
M.;
SP.
11
Mayfield: 6 A. M..
a daughter, Rose Gayle, born Fri- left eye last Thursday night at her Conference, then to. the Tennessee
Paris: 7:45 A. M.; 2 F. M.
day. Mr. Waterfield, publisher of
Cardul helped an Oklahoma lady.
Conference.
ALL BUSSES CROSS COLLEGE the Clinton Gazette, is the son of home on West Main street. Mrs.
Keys stooped quickly in an unThe Memphis Conference meets Am described below, and many
CAMPUS
i Mrs. Lois Waterfield and a gradhave been benefited in a
Others
lighted room reaching for an ar- on Nanember 14 at Murray and
.
! uate of Murray State College.
Similar way.... "I had a hurting
ticle
and
struck
her
eye
on
the
Mr.
Swift
will
be
given
an
apConnections to St. Louis, Chicago, Both he and Mrs. Waterfield,
my side every few weeks," writes
corner of a door to a cabinet. pointment during the conference in
Mrs. Bill Stewart, of DeWar, Okla.
daughter of Senator and Mrs.
Detroit, and Everywhere,
No
serious
results
are
expected
sessions.
"I had heard of Cardul and started
Garth Ferguson, are graduates of
from the wound.
For several years he has been
Wang it. It stopped my hurting
Termthati, at -SLXT11 and MAIN ,Murray State College.
C's will have Market at editor of a church paper publish- and built, up my strength. I took
D.
U.
Market
at
have
will
U. D. C.'s
Johnson's Musk Store Wednesday ed here. All orhis children are 11 bottles and I sure felt better."
Johnson's Music Store Wednesday Morning„ November • 28th.
Try Cardul for pains, cramps"ftarstuanow students in Lanabuth College. nets
due to a run-down condition Thou28th.
Monabig, November
Mr. and Mrs. Chesley Butter- They are Eleanor Louise, Thomas, sands of women testify Cardul benefited
Patterson,
1 Mr. and Mrs. Harry
them it it does not beneilt YOU, eonworth
had
as
their
guests
this
Margaret, and Marjorie, the last win •Phisician.
Phone 45a ' Nashville, and
Paul Patterson,
Murray. Ky.
week mr. and Mrs. M. C. Tappero
and daughter. Barbara Aminta,
New York City. They were enroute home from Arizona where
they visited relatives.
Hundreds of the old graduates
of Murray State College were in
attendance for the Murray-Western
LYNN GROVE HIGH SCHOOL
game Saturday and many stated
that more of the graduates of
THANKSGIVING NIGHT
7:15 O'Clock
several years ago were here than
for the Homecoming tilt with
1. Best fiddler playing own selection-First ptizd,
Birmingham-Southern. A special
$1.50; second prize, $1.00; third prize, 50c.
_
bus was brought from the Mis-

-ir w w 411rur-voti
Help Fight Tuberculosis

W. A. Swift
Back in Memphis
Conference Fold

H. CARTER

Dexter Route One

LINN-ROBERTS
FUNERAL
HOME

RAY LINN
Funeral Director and
Embalmer

Ten Years Expersence

TRAVEL BY BUS!

Convenient Sehe4Ule

Benton, Ky.

Lady Says CAFtDUI
Eased Pain In Side

•••••

-

C. RAY LINES

1

South Howard Wins
Closing Game 4 -3

wr ANYTHING YOU WEAR AT

Is Your Complexion
Blotchy And Pimply?
If your complexion is dull, muddy, sallow de to clogged bowels
take Adlerika. Just one does rids
your system of poisonous waste,*
that that cause pimples and bad
skin. Dale. Stubblefield & Co.

Colds That Hang On

T.0.TURNER'S

Don't let them get started. Fight them
quickly. Creomulsion combines 7 helps
in one. Powerful but harmless. Pleasant to take. No narcotics. Your druggist is authorised to refund your money
on the spin if your cough or Oldie ner
relieved by.Cmoroulsieb.
(adv.)

2. Best banjo selection-50c.
3. Best fiddler playing any three selections-First
prize, $3.00; second prize, $2.00; third prize,
$1.00; fourth prize, 50c.
4. Best guitar selection with or without singing, 50c
5: Bet.ft quartet singing-two selections-WOO, -6. Best French Harp selection-50c..
7. Best dancer-$1.00.
8. Best string band (3 or Are instruments)-First
prize,-$1.50; second prize, 75c.
COME AND ENJOY THE EVENING WITH
YOUR FRIENDS
.Admission

•.

•

•• v/

1 OC

and

=Warden To Speak
Warden Tom Logan, Eddyville.
Ky., will be the guest of the Lyon
county club op Monday morning,
November 26. He will speak to
the student body at the regular
chapel period on "Son Remember".

The Murray Wholesale
Grocery
-and-Covington Brothers
Wholesale
Grocery
WILL BE CLOSED
-onTHANKSGIVING
DAY

Laundry
Price

SPECIALS
UNTIL JAN. I

Quilts
15c'each
(4 or more, 12!i each)
Rough Dry Thrift
Wash, per lb. .

Sc

These specials will prevail until Jan. 1. Take advantage of them today.

MURRAY
-LAUNDRY
- PHONE 303 R. M. Pollard, Mgr.

SUPER-SERVICE STATION
Windshield cleaned, tires checked, oil checked, water checked, anti-freeze solution tested, and many other,things for the motorists' pleasure.
Prepare now for winter driving with winter oil, winter grease and Ever-Ready_
Preetone, Firestone Anti-Freeze or Thermo, the non-rusting alcohol.
FIRESTONE SENTINEL BATTERY, 15-plate, 15 mos. guarantee. Exchange price__ $8.75
FIRESTONE COURIER 13-plate BATTERY, 12 mos. guarantee. Exchange price....
$4.75
FIRESTONE MAGNEX, for only
*Lee
BATTERY RE-CHARGING WITH SERVICE BATTERY

TIRE VULCANIZING

FOR QUICKER WINTER STARTING, USE:
D-X provides needed lubrication and protection to velvet,
pielans. rings. upper, eylinder walls. The result is smoother,
faster running motors with a minimum of carbon deposits and
of motor wear ... and greatly increased mileage!

.

YOUR MONEY BACK . .. under terms of the
DIAMOND TRIAL BOND . . . if any gasoline at
ANY PRICE GIVES
QUICKER STARTING
OR GREATER MILEAGE!

Super - Service Station
.irEtt.WeV
- 14t.
1

Jackson Purchase 011 Co.
East Main Straat

Murray, Ky. /

•
•

•s^
. as

•
.aafs
...."•••••••

.

the One-Stop

COLD WEATHER WILL COME

You have had a fine fall to wear old
clothes, but lay in a supply for winter
days NOW!

tended thanks to all fans and supporters and the Ledger Es Times
for cooperation shown during the
season.

Complete
Attentive
Service at

OLD TIME FIDDLER'S
CONTEST

Get Ready ...

0
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SCHOOLS TO HAVE
SCHOLASTIC MEET
Birksey to Be Host to County
Schools December 7; Many
EN ents Planned.
achool will be host
-Kiaksey Highar
to the Calloway county scholastic
_anent Wh uh
fltie held. there
December 7. .Calloway schools
had interesting scholastic
have
events annually for years and
usually in preparation for the state
arid district tournaments. Sehod
of the county have been working
for several weeks in preparation
ter .entering
• The general rules and regula,
tions are:
-Participation in the rural school
tournament shall be limited to
the
fifth, sixth. seventh, and
eighth grades.
A contestant must have been in
attendance
least 20 days of the
present school year, and he must
be under 16 years of age.--Pupils

YOUR
Remaining Years
-- and Your Income
Why Not Increase
Beth?

whose date of birth, is earlier
than December 7. 1918, are not
One parson can enter only one
event other than glee club
Each school may enter one in
the boys', declamation. and one
In girls' declamation.
Each glee club must have as
many as 12 and not more than M
members.
The glee club may be a mixed
group ot girls- me- boys "efith nit
changed voices; it may be a group
of all girls; it may be a group of
all boys with unchanged voices.
Each glee club must sing four
songs as follows: "Joy to the
stanzas);
World" (First
two
"Suzy. Little Busy" (Must be sung
in two parts—soprano and alto);
-Cradle Song." by Erahms. One
song of your own selection (not
aq exceed three minutes). ,
List of events are:
Reading. spelling. English. arithmetic, ..bygiene, government, history, geography, all round scholarship, declamation (boys and
girls), glee club.

W.0. W. To Have
Mayfield Meeting

—•
The W. 0: W. Log Rollers Association of the Jackson Purchase
Friday
will meet at Mayfield
night, November 72. at the Elk's
men know that the Home. Mayfield. An interesting
II folks who live the longest are program has been arranged which
those who are assured a fixed in- includes several Murrayans.. Many
from Murray plan to attend.
come for life.
The program:
_Why net add to your likelihood
of a long life by putting your
Opening—Music by W. 0. W.
money into a monthly income to String Band, 7:15 to 7:45.
he paid you by the Metropolitan
Pep Songs—Led by Max B. Hurt,
Life Insurance Company! The Murray; Mrs. Hazel Hanzenberger,
Metropolitan invests for its clients pianist Mayfield; Mrs. Sam Lewis,
nearly two million dollars a day. violinist .Mayfield
It is the leading financial institu. Meeting Called -to Order—Presitton'aaf the world..
Whitehead, Benton.
This plan increases yotr'income dent E. B.
Welcome Address—W. H. Crow"because the Metropolitan will pay
Mayfield_ ,
you. not only the interest on your er Jr_.
RayWa-ylou
Peapoinee—Hon.
money, but some of your prtncipai
And it will pay burn:, Murray.
every month
Recognition of Visitors.
the same amount every month
Awarding of. prize to person
aelong as you live.
longest continuous
The plan una be explained to present for the
membership in the craft.
you, without .obligation. by
Vocal • Trio—Misses Grace and
J. R. SHELTON
Jeanette Byron and Mary Agnes
'Phone 343
Ky. Emerson.
Murray,
Address—Congressman
W.
V.
-Representing
-'- Gregory. Mayfield_ METROPOLITAN LIFE
Address—J udge
Lorenzo
K
INSL'RX_NCE Comps,Ny - Wood. Bonk osville.
Hnees Session.
Camp • opened for Initiation—
Crack Bention Drill Team, headed
liy
- -- Ciiiitidn' John - Raaburn. a
speacial feature of initiation ceremonies. Large class of candidates
to receive protection degree.
Award of W. 0. W. gold plated
badge ato Man who holds lucky
riumbeF drawn at entrance.
Closing 'ceremonies.
Officers who will preside during , initiation ceremonies: E. B.
Wintehead Benton, consul commander; Max B. Hurt. Murray.
advisory lieutenant;,, C. R. Clark.
Hopkinsville. , past consul: J.
Ernest_ Jane', Mayfield. banker:
Iottn Rayburn. Benton. escort; L
IReeognized as leaders C. Hendon. Murray. postman: W.
Hooper. Cadin barber.
br the,highest type of ser- L.
,
vice rendered and the use SPECIAL SERVICES WILL
BE, HELD AT SVGAR CREEK
of the finest equipment.

rEirRANCIE

Deserved

Recognition

•

l

J. H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
Telephone

7

There will be Thanksgiving services at Sugar Creek
Baptist
Church on Thanksgiving Day beginning at -10 A. M. and continuing
through
the
afternoon.
Good
preaching, good fellowship and a
good time. Come.
J H.,Thurman. Pastor

FOOT-

DINNERS
DANCES

BALL

DRIVES

GAMES

ON THANKSGIVING DAY

legion Membership
Is Falling Behind

SinkingSpring Adult
School Gives Progrspa

ni.---The Sinking Spring adult school,
Deapite the fact that .7 mem- under the direction of aidiarguerite
bers were added the past week, Swann, gave an interesting pro.
and that the post got off to a fly- 'gram Saturday evening, November
the, start, last week's work was 17, at tate South. Howard school
not sufficient to keep Murray Post louse. The prograin was as folNo. 73 up with its stride in the -lbws:
membership campaign.
Opening Address—Clover Boyd.
The 7 new members for 1935
The First Thanksgiving--Imbelha
'brings
the
membership to 87,
a
which in ntITI -3' short of the quota Stephen&
lof 90 set for the week ending
Last week the post
November
got 22 members and this week only
7.
The seven new ones are Tom
MeElrath, R. M. Bagentose, 0. B.
Turnbow, Herman L Broach, Carmen Ora/tent W. R. Groom and E.
S. Diuguid, Jr.
The Drum & Bugle Corps will
meet tonight at 7 o'clock at the
court house for regular practice.
Lett week end the con* went on
EDDIE QUILLAN In a scene from
a camp on Tennessee River and
"GRIDIRON FLASH." showing to- missed its usual practice. Attendday and Friday it 'the CAPITOL ance and interest in the corps
THEATRE.
have increased considerably within
the past few weeks.
The next regular .meeting night
THANKSGIVING SERVICES
TO RE HELD AT COLDWATER of the post will be Thursday evening. December 6.

Hundreth
Pa a 1 m—Marguerite
Swann.
• Doxology—Estilee -Jones, Clover
Boyd, Evelyn H. Barnes, Marguerite Swann.
Poem, "Farem John's Thanksgiving"—Martha Nell Stark.
Thanksgiving Hymn—Quartet.
The Thanksgiving Guest—Martha
KeY.
Duet, "Thanksgiving Day"—Estilee Junes, Evelyn H. Barnes.
One Act Play, "Old Maids Convention". The cast included:
Maribbak Lonejoy, president of
the Old Maids Matrimonal Club,
Marguerite Swann; Amirille HeyBoyd:
wood. secretary, Clover
Priscilla Hope, treasurer, Evelyn
H. Barnes: Anxiety •Deherty, Edna
McReynolds; Augustta Prim, BerBlossom,
Warren; Faithful
tha
Jessie Erwin; Fredora Bobkint,
Nannie ,Boyd; Rhoda Larkin, Wiling Hartsfield; ,Selina Baxter. BeaSmith,
Myers; Susannah
trice
Jemima Wilson; Miranda, Price,
Ann
Agnes Stephens; Mary
Barnes, Rhoda Morris; Sarah Jane
Springster, Estilee Jones; Eliza
Outland; Esther
Hooker, Lucy
Armstrong;
Snyder, Maudie
Marion Perkins, Verdie Crouch;
Asenath Baker, Margie Warren;
Amanda Horn, Dollie Adams; Amy
Little, Nova Jackson: Sophia Potter. 011ie Riley; Professor Pinkerton, Stark Erwin,

On Thursday, November 29, we
are planning to have an all day
service at Coldwater Church of
Christ
We will leave two services. 11:00
Four Murray babies were among
A M. and 2:00 ?. ht We cannot
announce at .this time just who the winners in the Sears and Roewill preached a; 11:00 o'clock. Bro. buck "A Century of Progress"
Thomas Pate of Birmingham, Ain, National Baby Contest as reeently
will preach at 2:00 P. M. Bro. announced. Murray entrants were
Pate is a very fluent speaker, and among 23 for this district. to rewe feel sure that he will de- ceive awards. They are: Sara Lee
liver a splendid message at this I Sammons, West Main; Letricie Cox
Outland; Bobby Joe Carson, and
time.
The good ladies of Coldwater are Jirrintie, Lee Orr, North Tenth St
Lillt Miss June Hart, 2 years of
planning to spread dinner on the
church ground_ Come bring lunch age, was one of the winners ui the
and your friends; let us spend Spars and Roebuck National beauty contest at World's Fair. receivThanksgiving day together.
A cordial invitation is extend- ing a beautiful 8x10 'inch hand
pairand enlargement of the piced to all.
ture sent in last July. Miss June
is the only child of Mr. and Mts.
tanerd services for Bobbie lee
Bernard T. Hart oT Paris. Tenn. Holland.. 4-year-old daughter of
Mrs. Hart was formerly Miss Ruth Mr. and Mrs.' John Holland Jr
Foster of this city. The picture were held Saturday afternoon at
was in a beautiful swinging fframe. 2. o'clock from the Scott's Grove
Seven were taken to Eddyville
Johnie Richard Orr.'son a( Mr. church. Burial was in the church
Saturday by Calloway officers to
and Mrs. HaRord Ora recently re- cemetery.
begin sentences totaling 17 years
ceived an award in the Sears and. The child died at the home of
given in last week's trials of CalRoebuck National Baby Contest. its grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
loway county circuit court. Sheriff
The Child Was. 19 months aid when Wright Cole, six miles North of
Carl Kingins, Calvin Stubblefield.
the. entry was made in June.
Murray, Friday afternoon after an
C. W. Drinkard. and Linville Yates
illness of diphtheria. The partrani-Porteil the severs.
ents, -grandparents and other relaThe woven going were; Jewell
tives survive.
Williams, Tom Skinner, Negroes
2 years each, housebreaking; Paul
HIM 2 years, ,stealing a Mille.
,• 'LOUISVILLE, -KY.:- Nova—
Woodrow 'Long, housebreaking, 2 (U. S. D. A.)—Cattle, receipts comyears; Fred Brown. 5 years. as- mercial 300: government 300; supsault with intent to rob; Coy Crass. ply light.' quality plain; market
The Murray city council met for
2 years. housebreaking; Wayland slow; about steady; most contemn
Bazzell. 2 years. housebreaking.
to medium steers and heifers .25 a short session last Friday night
to attend to the regular business
4.50. cutter grades $3.00
to around $2.50; very little incHid- of ailowing claims. In the absence
ed of value to sell above g1.00; of Mayor W. S. Swann. F. 11. Gralatter for some 905 pound steers: ham was acting mayor.

Murray Babies
Receive Awards

Holland Child
Funeral Held

Officers Take 7
To Eddyville Sat.

Livestock

Celebrities Attena
Big Football Game

a--_-__
The Murray-Western game ,was
attended by a large number of
well-known public men throughout the state. To rows of seats
immediately in front of the press
box were reserved for Dr, and
Mrs. John W. Carr and their out,
of-town guests.
Included Were; Dr..anG Mrs. IL
/1. Cherry, Bowling Green,, Commissioner and Mrs. Thos. S. Rhea,
Russellville: Atty. and Mrs. John
A. Whitaker, Russellville, Hon.
Frederick A. Wallis, Paris, Ky.,
Mrs. Rainey T. Wells, Omaha,
Nebraska, Hon. Rhodes Meyers,
Bowling Green,- Senator T. C.
Ferguson, Bowling Green, Representative McMastirs, Marion. Representative Robert Webb. Representative Marion McCarthy, Senator and Mrs. Ray Smith, Benton

Many Attend Demo
Rally at Mayfield
Many from Murray were in attendance at the Democratic rally
held at Mayfield Monday night.
The event was sponsored by the
Young. Men's Democratic club of
Graves County and was judged
one of the most successful rally
ever held in the district. Visitors
from every county in the First
District were 'present and many
notables from various parts of the
state were present. , Robert Webb,
representative from Grates county, presided
The
speakers
were: Senator
Alben W. Barkley, Congressman
W. V. Gregory,,Commissioner Tom
Rhea. Russellville and Rhodes K.
Myers.
Among those attent-Wig. from
Murray were: H. I. Sledd Senator
T. 0. Turner, Mayor W. S. Swann.
H. B. Arnold. R. H. Thurman. Wilbert Outland, Representative Wayion Rayburn, Jake Dunn,' Hurry
Heath, T. Sledd, Fulton Fanner.
Preston Ordway, Raymond Hamlin. Wells Purdom, T. R. Jones,
Hugh Ginglea, G. E.' Williamson,
Devoe Reed. H. T. Waldrop, L J.
Hortin, George Hart. W. M. Caudill, R. H. Hood, 0. K. Bennett,
Lucien" Strow, Byron Siege, E. J.
Beale, Judge Ira D Smith, T. 0.
Baucom, Joe, Glasgow, Lowell Edmonds, Mnyhard Ragsdale, Sam
Killebrew, Wells Overbey, J. A.
McCord, Munsey Clark,--IL-son. Bruce Holland.

City Council Has Lynn- Grove High Plans Gala Event
Short Session Fri.

Reserve Officers
Plan Group School

Reserve officers of Calloway
county, including those stationed
at the C. C. C. damp, plan to have
a group .school during this 'winter.
Plans were made at a meeting at
the camp
Tuesday morning, at
which
Major W. C. Simmons,
Cavalry. exectitivinaofficer of the
Louisville -Military district, presided.
An officer from the Louisville
headquarters will attend the first
meeting to be held at the camp
during the week of December 10.
Officers present
Tuesday and
who will participate in the group
school were Capt. C. H. Skaggs,
Dexter; Capt W. IL Martin.' Jr.,
169th Ky.; 1st Lt. R. E. Smith,
commander of the C. C. C. camp;
1st_ Lt Allen D. Shipley; 1st. Lt.
Blemker, Medical-Reserve; 1st. Lt.
P. W. Ordway and 1st Lt. Joe T.
Lovett. Several others have made
application for commissions in the
reserve,
Major Simmons. Capt
Skaggs and Lt. Ordway formed a
board Which conducted a practical
test for Lt. Lovett for a certificate of capacity for the grade of
captain.
An officer from Louisville headquarters will visit Murray monthly
to supervise the school and the
local officers will meet monthly in between these. vieits.

The Lynn Grove high school
plans a gala event for Thanksgiving night, old time fiddlers
contest. Eight attractive classifications have been listed and prizes
offered. The contest will begin
at 7:15 o'clock and a small admisstrictly good kinds quotable around
$6.00; bulk beef cows $2.254(3.00; It Pays to Read the ClatudGeds sion will be charged.
low cutters and cutters $1.00/1-100;
bulls
$2,250 275;
most sausage
stockers ,slote, - about seady
Calves: commercial 200: market
steady; bulk better vealers t4.50
n5.00. strictly choice $5.50. mediNo More Headache
to possess a healthy figure with
um and lower grades $400 down.
slender feminine curves—take half
No More Backache
Hogs: receipts 700; market steady;
a level teaspoonful of Kruschen
top and bulk 200 to 300 lbs. $5.55;
No More Dizzy Spells
Salts in a glass of hot water first
180 to 195 lbs. $5.15; 305 lbs. up
$5.10; 160 to 175 lbs. $4.55; 140 to
Mrs, Arthur Willette of Ferndale, thing every morning. Kruschen
155 lbs. $4.05; 100 to 135 16s. $335: Mich, writes: 'Just Started my 4th is the safe, healthy way to reduce
sows $4 20
jar of Kruschen. First I want to —approved by physicians--a jag
tell you I lost 30 abs. in 3 months. costs only a few cer.ts and lasts
I weighed 184—nolik. I weigh 154 weeks at Dale. Stubblefield & Co
and still want to lose 25 more lbs. or any drugstore thruout the
YOU ARE OVER 40.
I feel better than I have for 10 world,
If so. nature is warning you of yrs. I used to have headaches.
ilanger ahead. Get rid of your backaches, dizzy spells, heartburn
trouble early. Make this 25c test but don't any more. I have 3
Get Juniper oil, Buchu leaves, etc., friends taking it and it's helping
in green tablets. Ask for BUKAS. them too."
the bladder laxative. Take 13 of
If you want to get rid of ufly,
them in four days; if not preltaed unhealthy fat which saps vitality,
go back and get your money. shortens life and makes you look aa_
AT ALL DRUGGISTS
HUKETS work on the bladder old and unattractive—if you want "
•th° UTTLE DAILY DOSE the Dees It"
similar to castor oil on the bowels.
Flushes out excess acids anti other
impurities which cause getting up
nights, frequent desire, scanty
flow, burning, backache or leg
pains.
You are bound to feel
batter after this flushing and you
get your regular sleep. Guaranteed
by Dale. Stubblefield & Co.

Mrs. Willette Tells How She
Lost 30 Pounds_k_3-Months

Get
Don't
IF
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—TODAY and FRIDAY--

Send your garments to MODEL next week and
we'll return them promptly completely renewed
with new glow and shapeliness.
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New !
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Frontier lusters
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blazing hells. Fight,,,.
their way to a new
laninihs Golden Weill ,

RANDOLPH SCOTT
GAIL PATRICK
MONTE BLUE firs,"1
—SUNDAY and MONDAY—
Learn about the
good old days when
it was against the
law to kiss on Sunday I...But.the*other
six days I11111

A

0 Ott.d._E-

titaNcIs LEDERER
THE PURSUIT
OF HAPPINESS
Trt

The MODEL way is the most dependable, giving
you always, prompt and courteous service.

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY
SHE1LL WIN YOUR- HEART!
Never such a breathtaking performance
. such a winning
as
Irrrreen's newest
star now brings to
delight you!
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WE ARE EXPERTS at

hanctling and

renewing

Ward
Spc

Cranberry
Sauce
Guaranteed reception of foreign stations as well
as your favorite American
programs—that's what you
get with these new 1935
PHILCOS designed especially
for unwired homes.

50c

am•-•

your WINTER GARMENTS. Everything from Top

IN BATTERY SETS FOR THE- shrdl

Coats and LADIES' HEAVY WRAPS to GLOVES,

LATEST FEATURES!

SCARFS, TIES, SWEATERS, SIJEDIE JACKETS,
etc.

ALL SO_ELEANABLE!
We invite you to like your Thanksgiving Day
dinner at the Collegiate and have the day free for
-a trip—football game and recreation.
our service.

Collegiate Inn
—TFLFPHONE 412

You'll like

New improvements include 4-point
Tone Control, Automatic Volume
Control, Permanent Field Dynamic
Speaker, special PHILCO High-Efficiency Tubes and new plug-in combination oversize B and C Battery.
Available with Storage Battery or
new long-life Dry A Battery. Beautiful cabinets with hand-rubbed finish!

.

atir

PHILCO has long
been the aneetand Mg

leader. Ask

And with *von macs thrills and
latiahli • • • but than, you sea always expect this unusual from this
new rave team!

•:••
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The Bum:Ping Hit with JOAN BENNETT
°EARL*RUGGLES•MARY BOLAND

WITH THE
NEW 1935
PHILCO RADIO!
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and many other possible activities means the meeting of many people, and .as usual you'll want to
look your best ... at the game, a family dinner, on
a cross country drive or at the clanceThanksgiving
evening.
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